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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY EVENING, JUNE. 5, 1897.
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First National Bank.

RUMBLINGS.

Condaetor Farker, from Raton, is on the
streets of the city,
K. T. Cody, ngin.ar of angina N. 723, is
indisposed. Eogln.tr Arau is bis subttl

LAS VEGAS,
MEXICO.
Ohio, June 5. The
Columbds,
confederate
dead
of
at
the
Camp tut..
graves
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS, President
CHIEF DONOCHUE ALSO 'BINEFITfD BY PAINE'S CELERY
Chase wore decorated with flowers
Lnls Ullbarrl, flreman on th hot spring.
JOHN W. ZOLLARS,
Metal Advocates.
A.B. SMITH, Cashier
COMPOUND.
this afternoon, and appropriate exer branch Is lick, and Lee Wrlgbt is keeping
warm lo bis stead.
L. F. ADAMS, Assistant Cashier.'
oises were held In commemoration of th. Mat-bo- s
THE SENATE STILL TALKING their deeds. A similar observance took
Engineer Levi B. Phillip, bas glvea op
No. 894 and has been
signed to
place a year ago, and measures have ngto. No, 086, formerly run by him.
A Millionaire is Arrested for Be been adopted this year, looking to the ngins
Engineer Jas. Brown Is at tb. throttle of
celebration of a confederate memorial passenger angina No. 437,
laboring a Young Lieutenant
daring th. Ill
With
the
country.
day throughout
n.rs of regular Engineer Jne. A. Low.
who was too Fresh.
of
to
this end in view, the promoters
R. C. Honek, an A. & P. fireman, from
day's observance addressed a comma Williams, was brought In to the Albuquer
nicatlon to General John B. Gordon,
A C0NFEDERA1 E MEMORIAL
with a badly sprained back,
commanding the united confederate que hospital
has been permanently
are
buried
Engineer
there
that
Map,
veterans, stating
at Camp Chase 2.200 confederate sol given .nglae No. (94, and Fireman Tboi.
A Bier Wave Carries a Husband
diers from Virginia, Kentucky, Ten Brans bas been plaoed on engine No. 685,
and Wife out to Sea
Ham Jones, tb. popular brak.man,
Alabama, Texas, Georgia
nessee,
North and South Carolina, Arkansas said to be .ngag.d to on. of th prettiest
While Bathing.
Mississippi, Florida, Maryland, Mis and wealthiest young ladies lo Albaqu.rsouri and Louisiana. An account was qae.
East Las Vegas and
URBANA'S SHERIFF SCARED given in this communication of last
Engineer Frank 8we.ny, of engioe 904,
Socorro, New Mexico
year's ceremonies, and contributions is in oharg. of bis physician. Engineer
were asked for too present occasion Cool bas bis .nuin. while ha is indis
Minister Martinez de Campos and also for the permanent improve posed. '
ment of the cemetery. This request
Advices the Qneen Regent to
Engine 44S bai been s.nt down to Lamy
met with a liberal response and th
to
relieve No. Si, wblob will be brought op
Remove Wejler.
numerous communications received
Imfron the south indicate that the idea of to the .hops bare, for a g.n.ral overhaul
and washing oat.
log
will
memorial
a
confederate
a
prob
A MISSLE KILLS A WOMAN
day
Engineer Bill Bbaw has recovered from
ably be generally adopted in the near
.
hi. indisposition and tak.n his acca.tomad
future.
place on engin. No. 918, bn mplng engineer
Washington. D. C, June 5.
The Sheriff Threatened.
Fisher to tb. .low board.
Senator Teller. ' whose voice has not
S
Sheriff Mc
Dayton, Ohio, June
Balarts Blnoca, an A. & P., employ., of
been beard since the tariff discussion Lain, of Urbaoa, was interviewed, to
Williams, who bas been In tb. hospital at
commenced, is expected to return, next day. He said he was compelled to Albuquerque for th. past week on account
week. He has been in Colorado more send the Spnngli3lu militia away, as of some bruises, has ba.n discharged
Mis. Dolly B.nn.tt, of Denver, i. in Ra
than a month. On bis way back be he was in the bacds of a mob of 8,000
brother, Engineer
stops in Chicago to confer with mem frenzied people, who threatened him ton visiting with bar was
V.VV-- ' .V
X
accompanied
bers of the national silver republican with lyncbiug. The governor did not Oen. Bennett. 8b.
1&
committee who are to meet there, send any troops until two men were there by bar friend. His. Grace Hindman,
Ex Congressman Towne, killed, flu lavs. also, that be did not of that oity, who will visit with her for a
Tnesday.
Nails,
Shovchairman of t oe oorsrsittee. Senator give the kej of the j il to the mob f.w week.
some.
to
Tb. 8pnthera PacIQo was to tak. posses
Pettigrew, Coo gresaman Hantaan and lie previously bander) them
r
others prominently identified with the body else for safety. McLiin says he sion of tb. railroad from Benson to Gnay
silver cause, w ill Join Senator Teller in left Urbana because his friends told mas on th. first of th. month. Tb. indl
A convention 01 tne him hj life was in dangor.
Calications are that the Southern Pacific will
the metropolis1.
About eleven o'clock, this morning, make this a vary important Una of road.
white metal ad vocates will be held dur
Click" Mitchell was From Guttjmae to Galveston I. now the
ing the comini ' fall and the fight will the body of
be waged energetically during the next bundled into an express wagon, by shortest route across the continent.
Josh Gates, bts colored friend, and
few years.
S
J. M. Van Derw.rkar, assistant engineer
Washington, May 14. Jn all the Hon. William R. Smith, Supt.U.
r.
hauled to Oakd ale cemetery, where I of tba A. & P., and two assistants bay. .at department, at Washington Paine's Botanical Garden.
'
The silver "republicans will
ntn with all Darties who believe in a was buried. The body had beea turn the stakes for tb. foundation of
th. new celery compound has become the
Eirney.
double standi .rd. Teller will take an ed over to the medical authorities, but boiler shop at th. A. & P. shops in Albu- office expression for an ideal invigor- Cmmot'ore Howell.
and
interfered
friends of the negro
active part in the tariff discussion.
Lieut C. A. Mc Allister.
Ber.ral car loads of rock ar. on ator when one is "run down" by
wero allowed to burry it. Judge querque.
Hon. F. II. Stickney, U. S. Navy,
and tb. .zcavatlon will b. com- overwork, confining duties, or any of
tba
ground
5.
Heiserman secured a confession from menced
Washington, D. C, Juno
Paine's celery compound builds up
lmm.diat.ly. Tba .ton. for the the many causes that result in ill
The morning' business in the senate, Mitchell acknowledging the rape.
tne run down" health in a sure,
foundation is being brought in from the health.
Here is what a prominent official in "uninterrupted, steadfast, fashion from
Columbus, Ohio, June 5. Adjutant Putnam quarries. Tb. n.w building will
was cut to sixteen minutes after
the tiody bod been called to order, nd General Axline issued a statement, b. Ju.t west of tb. south annex of tb. the Department of the Interior says of which, there can be no relapse. It
consideration of the tariff bill was re- this afternoon, which Governor Bush' machin. shops, and only room for tb. Paine s celery compound:
wipes out unhealthy humors from the
of the Interior,)
blood, opens up the skin and makes
Th lumber schedule was nell
sumed.
Department
will
left
between
b.
It
track
the
militia
that
and
the
approved, saying
'
Office. (
Land
do its full share in purifying: the
General
it
machine
Tb.
acwill
again discustied.
did
and
did
not
their
.bop.
Urbana
be,
building
at
duty,
This cleansing the blood
It affords me much plensure to state blood.
It is openly charged by leading senat- stack arms or surrender.
feet eight
He express cording to tb. plan, sixty-oors thai Aldrtoa'a cliaxgd
es Indignation at the general criticism; Incb.s by 181 feet ten Inches and will con that Paine s celery compound has through and through is one of the unbeen to me an excellent spring remedy failing accomplishments of Pain's cel
tariff bill, is only fighting tor time be.
tain six stalls.
and particularly beneficial to the ery compound
Drowned Whll. Bathing.
fore taking up the sugar schedule, due
Bom. time tinea, Tbs Optio spok. of a nervous
contact with the
From a life-loon Monday. It is even hinted that
system and digestive, "organs.
Galveston, Texas, June 5. Dr. s.riou. accident that happanad to E. O.
Sold on
commend its use.
forms of nervous debility and
Aldrioh's reoorted tllnes is feigned, so Towne, his wife and sister-in-lacordially
many
Miss Best, a brother-in-laof C G. Watson,
M.
DONOGHUE
F.
Prof
Edward
E
blood,
that he can force a caucus against 'the Grace
impure
Phelps,
Trout, went in the gulf bathing, at Hickory, N. U., by tb. bursting of an
M. D , LL D , of the Dartmouth me
Chief of Contest Division.
present sugar schedule.
A large wave suddenly struck amery wbeel. At that time, it wat thought
Mr. Wellington introduced in the
Among the thousand of voluntary dical school, was led to the discovery
a
he
had
chano.
that
for
sea.
Miss
recovery ,but yes- letters of acknowledgement for benefit of Paine's celery compound, as the
bills in aid of the crew hem. carrying them out to
senate,
terday Mr. Watson received word that he derived from Paine's celery compound, crowning achievement of an extraorof the stentnsbip "Wyoming," and to Trout was thrown on the rocks of an had
died a few days since. A piece of tba
there have already been published in dinarily active amd successful profes
increase the pay of the quartermaster abandoned jetty, but the doctor and his broken wbeel struck
him over the eye, tak- the
We have
wife were earned out to sea and
received
full assortment.
Washington papers testimonials sional life.
of the army.
drowned. After much difficulty, Miss ing away a place of the skull and a part of from men representing every departNo acceptable substitute for Paine's
all
Also
of
kinds
POULTRY
brain.
Th.
to
the
tb.
transmitted
NETTING,
Hickory manufacturing
Trout got back to shore. Vigorous
Secretary Sherman
ment of the national government not celery compound exists. Each year
SCREEN
WIRE.
senate, to day, a vigorous protest from search was instituted immediately and company paid all expenses of tlckness and only from many of the best known further accumulates evidence of the
SCREEN
DOORS, FENCE
the Austrian government against the the bodies were finally recovered. J Jr. burial, and his fallow workmen attested congressmen, but from hosts of hard- unequaled capacity of this greatest of
WIRE
all
and
seasonable
and
to be sold
their
tariff
the
came
in
respect
sympathy
goods
on
here
from
Wash.
by
Towne
Mrs.
and
of
for
attending
outside
pending
all known remedies
sugar
clerks unknown
bounty
restoring
the funeral in a body, patting resolutions working
bill. The Austrians claim the discrim- ington a fortnight ago.
friends.
of
and
circle
the
lowest
health
inmmediate
their
vigor.
the
possible
prices
of oondol.no. and voting on. day's labor ' Some of those who have
inations are unfair, and. Infringe Upon
voluntarily Now that spring has come, nerves,
New. Taken Philuuphicaiij.
aoh to th. .reoiioii of a monument to tbs indorsed Paine's
the treaty obligations between the two
are:
cannot
and
remain
vital
blood
organs
celery compound
Datton, Ohio, June 6 Saperln. memory of tbalr beloved foreman. C. G,
countries.
clogged by poisonous humors nor
Congressman Powers of Vermont.
OLD TOWN BARDWARE STORE.
tendent Martin, of tb.9 workhouse Watton i. a brak.man between La. Vega.
of
Virginia. starved by overwork and lack of sleep
Congressman Meredith
AUSTRALIAN BALL CLUB.
and
and
bis
friends
Alouquerque,
many
Is
without great risk. Paine's celery
here, where Click Mitchell's father
Congressman Bell of Colorado.
her. sympathis. with him In bit bereave- compound is the most intelligent wis
Congressman Neill of Arkansas.
It Win Play a Picked Mm In Chicago, confined, informed the old colored ment.
Congressman Wilber of New York, est means anyone can employ for drivTomorrow.
man, this morning, of his sen having
ing out disease and restoring a healCongressman Grout of Vermont.
been lynched. The old 'man, while
ItAAAAAAAAAArAAiIWi;
PLACBS OP WORSHIP.
tone to the entire system.
of
Virginia.
5
Ottey
thy
The
June
Congressman
Illinois,'
Chicago,
howing evident signs of sorrow,
Private
Carlisle's
Mr.
Secretary.
Wksi Bidb Catholic Cmcrcb. Very
Australian base ball nine, whjoh has seemed to take it as a matter of course
traveled all the way from Melbourne and spoke as though be had in mind Rev. Jat. H. Defourl, pastor; R.v. Adrian
Ci
the old saying: "It's no use to cry Kabeyrolle, assistant. First mas. at 6 a.
for the purpose of playing the game over
m.; second maas at 7:80 a.m.; bigh mats
C)
spilt milk."
upon its native soil, will,
at9:30a.m; Sunday school at (o'clock p.
C)
Brotheri-ln-Lato
Blew.
Con.
m. Ev.ning tervicee, during th. month of
play a picked local nine at the league
Mason Citt, Iowa, June 5. Frank May, 7 o'clock p.m.,
4 o'clock;
C)
afterwards,
grounds. During their stay in this
OF LAS VEGAS.
Vespers aad Benediction.
city, which will last for several days, Wilt- and Jerome Dow, brothers-inthey will be the guests of President aw and prosperous farmers, who had
(
Fibst A. M. E, Church. Sunday tcbo.l
Hart, of the ' Chicago team. The men
dispute over trespassing cattle, yea at 3:80 a.m. ; preaching, 8:00 p.m.
from under the world have become
terday afternoon, exchanged blows,
quite expert at the American game, and when Wiltz seized a rocs and hurled
Fibst M. E. Chubch Rev. 3. F. Kellogg,
while on their way from San Francis it with all the force be could muster at pastor.
Hauday school, at 9:45 a.m.;
(
co, defeated the local nines at Ogden, Dow's bead. The murderous missile Preaching by Rev. C.L.Bovard, 11 o'clock
Colo.
OFKlOEKSt
and
Denver,
Utah,
missed, but struck Mrs. Dow, bis sis. a.m., followed by th. Sacrament of the
DR. 3. M. CUNNINGHAM, President,
ter, on the bapk of the bead, killing Lord's Supper; Children's song service, 4
Scrugg.Tc.tHlM.
FRANK SPB1NGEK,
Rioh-ard
her instantly..
m; Quarterly Love Feast, 7 p.m.; Tern- New York, N. Y., June 5.
' D. X. EOSKINS, Cashier.
B.
M.
E.
lectors,
D.;
Sbaw,
by
perance
F. B. JANUARY, Assistant Cashier
Scruggs the wealthy St. Louis, dry
Mud Scow Explodes.
theme "Tb. uta and abuse of Alcohol;
ES IKTKBEST PAI3 OJJ XiESJBQ DKP03IT8 lfia
goods merchant, ffho was arrested
Chicago, Illinois, June 5. Early, from a Doctor's standpoint."
C)
when leaving the steamship "at. raw," this morning, gases that bad accumutestified
Hocused of smuggling Jewelry,
St. Paul's Church. Services on Sunlated in the bottom of a big city mud
Hsnbt Gokb, Pres
in bis own "behalf, before Commission, scow, filled with off-tl- ,
kill day. Morning service at 11 o'clock: LitaH. W. Kelly, Vice Prei.
exploded,
er Shields, fo day.
one man, Bhaking the bouses on ny hymn; Processional;
I). T. Hoskihs, Trea..
ing
for
was
the
said
jewelry
Scruggs
Anthem solo, Mrs. Rankin: Sermon
IOI, 102 AND
the riverside and doing much damage.
C)
was
he
not
and
it
GROSS'
thought
presents,
104 NORTH 2ND
"The Holy Spirit"; Holy communion.
in
"
Heir to $4,000,000.
IMO.
LOUIS
ST.
St.
8
at
service
subject to duty. It was plaoed
PaJd up capital, $30,000.
p.m: Antbem, by
Evening
BLACKWELL
.'Laughorn'g belt as a matter of safety.
Troubles."
Valparaiso, Ind., June 6 JohnR. choir;
With this explanation Commissioner Achuff,
& KELLY.
wbers
823"Bav yonr earnings by depositing thorn in the Las Vegas Savings Bake,
Suoday school at 10 o'clock a.m.
formerly editor of the Hebron
fShields held Scruggs for the grand
an Income. ' Kvery dollar saved, le two dollars mads,"
will
you
bring
hey
News, just received word that by the
Po deposits reoelved of lots thsn $1.
jury- Fibst Pbsbbytbbian Church, Rev. Nordeath of his grandmother in PennsylInterest paid on oil deposits of 3 and over.
man Skinner, pastor.
Divine worship at
tU
Obnoxious!
Attention.
to
of
ten
one
heirs
be
is
mrfi l''gi
$4,000,.
vania,
iiimmmtSiti"kjt
f
11
8
of
the
a.m
and
o'clock
p.m. Subject
.Erie, Pa., June 5. lo Alderman 000.
Human Cry for the
sermon
"A
morning
whose
G.
Reed,
Holien's court, LJoyd
Stricken With Paralysis.
Holy Spirit1' for the evening "The Wages
family is rated as worth $10,000,000,
LitxiNGTON, Ky., June 5. Colonel of Sin," being the second termon on the
told why ho belabored Eugene
American Beauty, red.
an established fact that our prices are the ruling monarchs of the day. They have won every battle yet
Bruce, the editor of the Turf, Field "Prodigal." Sunday school at 9:45 a.m.;
Now they have declared war against our entire stock of itiei'uUaudise, watch tuem, you will
Baroness Rothschild, light piik
fought.
D. Ryan, and kicked him off the pre- and Farm of New York City, was Society of Christian Endeavor at 7 p.m.
see, they will once more be victorious.
mises. Eeed is under arrest for as. stricken with paralysis, last night. He
Coquette des Blanches, white.
First Baptist Chubch Rev. William
alt. Ryan is the paymaster of the is in a precautions condition.
Magna Charta, dark pink. ,
United States navy, recently ordered
Pearoe, pastor. Tbe I. O. O. F. and
Twe Killed, Ten Wounded.
Rebekah lodges will attend services, in tbe
to Mare Island, California. He has
Philadelphia, Fa., June 6. A uturning, at l: church, in a body. All
been persistent in bis attentions to
Mrs. Reed, which caused the assault riot occurred, this afternoon among tba members and friends of these fraterniand transfer to another station.
the loafers on the sea shore. Two ties are cordially Invited to be present.
ID
Baltimore Belle, blush white.
Preaching, to the morning, at .11 o'clock;
were stabbed to death and ten
We offer as follow, for this week
Innovation.
A Waihlngua &ulety
We will offer at
Prairie Queen, deep rose.
in tb. evening, at 8 o'elock.
Washington, D. C, Juae 5
Skirt worth $2.50 for
Etc., etc.
Greatly Reduced Prices.
Hobart'S weption, last
Reported Engagement Denied.
Against Weyler.
for
worth
$3.50
We
handle
6
,the celebrated "Bee Hive" Brand, each
St Louis, Missouri, June
Madrid Spain, June 6. The
night, to the president, eabuvet and
for
Skirts
worth
to fit and give satisfaction. Wo
$4.50
garment
guaranteed
his
CamEoehler
denies
Martinez
that
reported
s
Henry
I
- A.
says
senators, was an innovation that
Cobea Scandeus.
have
on
different kinds all made of the
display
fifty
for
Worth
$5,00
the queen regent engagement to Miss Cravens, the
a popular precedent in Wash- pos has advised
Humulus Japonicus.
newest material with detachable cuffs and collars.
General
He
at
of
Ss
res. sgaiusl retaining
actress
Wtyler
Cl.
Jif dcir?i Vine.
1
ington's society. The presldant
ll
Ladies' Shirt Waist for 55c Price was 85c
of Cuba.
says he knows the young woman, but Thee vines grow from thirty to
ponded with alueriiy for na opportunity captain-generLadies'
Shirt Waist for 83c Price was $1.15
is merely an ordinary acquaintance.
it
to meet ihe senators under other than
fcxtra
Ouest et tb Rothschilds.
forty feet in a season.
the uual circumstance, when they
June
United
5.
London, England,
Turkish and Greece Delegate. Sicn.
No trouble to show Plants
Ewrj Waist in ths Easss hi loin Rsisccd ia Pries.
seek bitn on wisiwHis that mr.ke J if o
Athens, Greece, June 5. Tbe sea and
burdensome to him, and lie seemod States Ambassador Hay will spend the
give prices.
by the
yartka'arly refreshed by the imtertslti' Whitsuntide holidays as the guest of armistice was signed,
outh Side cf Plaza,
at.
Wtddcston
Manor.
J. BIEHL.
acd
Greece
Xo
Turklah
r.t.
were
ladies
the
itf
Rothschilds,
delegates,
project.
Senator Teller Will be Met
Chicago by Other White
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Accounts Received Subject to Checli.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits

BROWNE &

MANZANARES
COMPANY

-

Wholesale Grocers. Wool, Hides
Pelts, Plows and Agricultural
plements. Alfalfa. Grass. Can
and Garden Seeds. Eastern Seed

Wheat

Ranch and

Mining: Supplies.

1

a'ri4l

Fence Wire.

Picks and
els, Blasting and Giant Powder,
Cement. Sheep Dips, Sulphur,
Wool Sacks, Dried Fruits,
fornia and Eastern Canned Fruits
and
Vegetables,
Farinaceous
Goods. Navajo Blankets.

--

i

Imported and
Domestic Groceries

Bain Wagons.
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Stoves and Steel Ranges

Installments
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to-da-

a

just

at

San Miguel National Bank,

w
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() BLACKWELL
0 &CO.

WOOL

$100,000. ()

"

50,000.

THE
LA5 VEGAS

Sermon-r"Borrowe-
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Capital Paid in
Surplus,
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SAVINGS BANK.
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Hardy
Climbing Roses

Climbing Vines

We Offer for This Week

Ladies' Dress Skirts

Skirt

.

'

$1.90

S3.90
4.40

Men's Fancy Bosom
With
Cuffs
Worth $1.25 for $1.00

limanuel Rosenwald

O
O
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O
o
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o
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Out Door Roses
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the Finest CLIM ATK in the WOULD

man should keep his friendship in

constant repair.

We may have to annex Hawaii for
the sugar there la in it.

DISCOVERY IN A CASTLE
THE NINTH CENTURY.

OF

A Memory of

the Traglo Middle Ages
round at Landreoles. at One Time the
Principal city In Province da Nurd
la France.

was
ANDRECIES
one time the
principal city of
the province du
i
, i
y
Nord, in France,
r M About the'only peaceable people In
and as It was practhe world at the present time are the
".
tically on the fronv'"
)'
savages,
tier of that counAn Atlanta cashier named Harry
try it was the objective point of
Cassln cut too wide a swath and finalmany raids and
ly got- in front of the reaper himself.
'
from the
sieges
His father-in-latried to Bave him,
barons and rulers of tho adjacent kingbut he was not equal to the emergency,
and poor Harry was finally thrown into doms. It was not only the custom but
prison. He spent thousands of other necessity as well, in those romantic
people's money and wassailed a good and bafbarous middle ages,' that the
fellow while It was going. Now It's castles of noblemen should be more
like forts than dwelling places, says
different. The best plan Is to let every
the New York Herald. The discovery
person spend his own surplus.
Just made in this ancient city of
is a very interesting one. It
A mint for making bogus sliver dolhas led to the unearthing of dungeons
lars has been unearthed at Benton Harand strongholds dating back to the
bor, Mich., after a successful operation
of several years. The man who operninth, eleventh and twelfth centuries,
ated It was known about town as a and as the history of the people who
gentleman of leisure, and his dollars lived in the days of tournaments and
appeared to be Just as good as any oth- 'chivalry has a fascination and attrac
er man's. He finally made a fatal error tion for the majority of the people, a
when he went to Chicago and paid brief description of the present discoveight of them to one man. The best ery will doubtless be read with pleasof money makers, it seems,' will occaure by manys Since the passage of the
bill depriving Landrecies of Its long
sionally make mistakes.
enjoyed privileges of a fortified town
There ire various developments of public opinion has been very much exthe "stamp craze.'.' The Queen of the cited, for it is appreciated that the
Netherlands, who is only sixteen years fortifications of the greater part of the
of age, is reported to have said:' "I Chevalier du Ville and the Marechal du
should like very much, my dear minVauban will disappear entirely, as
ister, a new series of stamps which will well as the "Porte de France," which
show me to my people just as I am Is original In itself and that there will
at present." Her own face does not unfortunately not remain in this old
appear In her large collection.
The city, so often besieged, burned and de
engraving on official papers will not be stroyed, a single trace, a single monchanged, It Is said, until her marriage. ument, which will recall Its origin and
, Even royalty
has its disappointments, the many Interesting phases of Its hisand, like other stamp collectors, the tory. This wholesale demolition is a
queen has ungratified desires.
great mistake. During the process of
dismantling one of the bastions the
The Connecticut'leglslator who provery important ruins of a dungeon
posed that the acts of the general asbuilt in the twelfth century by Nichsembly should be translated Into forolas, called le Beau, were uncovered.
eign languages for the benefit of those Nicholas le Beau was "Seigneur
who cannot read English,' forgot that
d'Avesnes a la Llsere de la Foret de
one of the first duties of every citizen Mormal," on the borders of the Sam- and every resident of this republic is bre. And It was to the construction
to acquire a knowledge of the English of this very castle fortress that Lantongue. There could be no objection, drecies principally owes Its origin and
its Importance. In fact, if Landrecies
however; to a! provision that the enactments, of the Connecticut legisla- - is mentioned at all In history prior
"
ture and of the legislatures of all the to this date it Is only casually, for it
other states should be translated Into was not until this castle was built
that the Inhabitants of the "terre de
good and unmistakable English.

'
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A selfish

man, like Noah's dove, can
find no rest for the sole of hla foot.

"
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An Interesting dietary experiment Is
being made In the woman's department
of the University of Chicago1:
who served with food similar

The-wome-

to that served to men's athletic teams
when in regular training. All the food
is carefully weighed and analyzed
it Is served,' and the viands arranged according to their relative value as muscle strengthened.. Each girl
must eat the precise amount of fat and
of albumen each day; which1 has been
found by careful study to bo needed by
'the human system, and eating too
much is an evil which Is especially
guarded against.
be-fo- re

The following definition of a bucket
shop is given An establishment conducted nominally and ostensibly for
the transactlpn nof a grain or, stock ex'
change business, but the proprietor
takes ,one 'side of every deal that Is
made in his place, while the patron
takes the' other side no article being
bought; pr sold in any public market
The margins deposited with the "bucket shop" proprietor by the patron, are
nothing but the patron's stakes to the
wager and are appropriated by the proprietor whe,n the fluctuations of price
reach the limit' of the deposit one party (the proprietor) to the bet acting
as stakeholder.
The
commissions
are odds
charged by the "bucket-shop- "
in its .favor, and necessary In order to
maintain the pretense of being legiti-;matbrokers actually making the
transaction on 'a public exchange. The
"bucket shop" proprietor is ready to
take all deals offered on any commodity
that fluctuates in price, he may call
himself a commission merchant or disguise hisbusiness, under the form of
a corporation Interprlse, or exchange,
r.but he Is still a common gambler. The
interest of a proprietor of a "bucket
ishop" is at all times opposed to that of
'
his patrons, as the profits of the shop
pre measured by the loss of, the. patrons. "Bucket shops" are condemned
as criminal and pernicious by statute
in almost every state in the union. They
should not be confounded with ;'the
great public, markets ; of j the world,
where' buyer 'and seller, producer and
consumer, investor and speculator meet
in legitimate trade, for, the pretended
buying of millions of bushels of grain
in "bucket shops" will not add a frac
'.V tion of a cent to the price of the product of the farm; nor will the pretended selling of as much increase the supplies of the consumer or lessen the cost
of his loaf by a farthing.
'

'
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The demand for' organ music in this
country outside of churches seems to be
quite limited.? Bostons great organ,
once regarded as a wonder,' has been
stored in a shed for thirteen years, and
will soon be sold at auction. It was
built in Germany at a cost of $60,000.
One trouble about a great organ is that
it is not easy to keep it supplied with
a great organist.
New York's last quarterly death rata
of 20.31 per 1,000 is the lowest In it3
history. The Improvement is attrib-

uted to clean streets.

Swindlers have been caught selling
Imaginary windows for the queens diamond jubilea procession in London at
big prices.' The result is that window
prices have dropped to a low notch,
and almost everybody who expects to
be there has decided to take his
chances on the street. A cheaper plan
yet is to remain away and read about
it. That's what we are going to do.
Spain can make millions of new
friends in America by, granting absolute freedom to Cuba on reasonable
terms.
.

;

BEAR RAISED

BY A COAT.

Wheu the Cub

The People's Paper.
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OLD FRENCH DUNGEON

Landrecies" settled around it, thus
forming the city of the same name.
Jean Frolssart tells us in his "Chron
icles" (1340) "that after the tragical
death of Sire de Poselle, governor of
the city, the Sire de Floyon 'was for
a long time guardian of the city and
chastel of Landrecies.' " Several letters mentioned the Importance of Landrecies at that period.
Among them
may be mentioned, first, that in which
Jean de Blois gives certain powers to
Allard de Barbancon.
This dungeon
to built entirely of sandstone and is
nineteen meters long and fourteen and
one-ha- lf
wide.
Its walls in many
places are more than three meters In
thickness. It forms a large rectangular room, 120 meters square Into which
access was gained by a small door
cut in one angle of the room.
This door is hidden and protected by two strong pilasters. They
are one meter and seventy centimeters
high and about one meter and ten centimeters thick. The dungeon is in a
state of perfect preservation, with Its
grooves. Its portcullis, its drawbridge
and other means then in use for barricading the castle against attack. Tho
vault of the dungeon, of which one
part is in a very good condition, is also built of sandstone and consists of
a single-- arch about eighty centimeters
thick at Its keystone. The upper part
of this vault forms a platform, which
must have been the floor of a very high
room, for this dungeon, which
is reduced to ahnnt five meters in
height, in cansequence of having been
leveled for some certain purpose, must
certainly have been much higher.
Judging by the thickness of the walls
and the: counter-for- t,
the ruins of
which' are still seen on Its circumfpt
enca. Besides, a little below the vault
there seems to have been In the thickness of the wall a secret corridor starting from one of the angles of the building, and which must have been used
as a means of communication between
the upper room and the vault, and
also traces of an exterior staircase
which has since been destroyed. In
1543 Francois I.,- - when he fortified the
town of Landrecies, utilized this solid
fortress as a foundation for one of his
bastions, and it was given the name
of the "Bastion du Chateau." It was
doubtless at this time that the dungeon was mutilated and put in the
condition in which it has Just been
discovered. In fact, Messire Martin du
Bellay, Seigneur de Langey, the lieutenant ot the king, tells us In his
"Memoirs"
(1543), after speaking of
the construction at Landrecies of
"trois gros coulleverts," "that for the
fourth 'coullevert' we , found an old
turreted 'chateau,' which was filled In
with earth and upon which we built
our bastion." All this points to the
fact that the discoveries still to be
made in the neighborhood will prove
most Interesting. A little distance
away stands a tower in sandstone,
which is very, very old, and its walls
are pierced at regular Intervals with
narrow, long slits, evidently Intended
for the use of the archers. The foundations of several other towers have
to-d-

Just been discovered.

The presence of

this fortified chateau shows the Important part it must have played in
protecting the old . highway which
winds below it and which is called the
"Chimin de Dame Marguerite."
Bank of England Staff.

The Bank of England employs about
1,100 men and has a salary list, including pensions, of about 300,000 per
The governors and directors
nhnum.
t! the bank divide between them
per annum. Of this the governors
receive 1,000 each and the directors
14,-('-

i j00

each.

It Itecanie
Herder.
The boar that figures in tho story
was known as Jack, and he belonged
to Lewis Ford, who formerly owned a
goat ranch high up on the Cerro Colorado mountain, overlooking the lovely
valley of the San Joaquin, says the San
Francisco Call. Ford found the bear
when It was a cub, soft, round, shining
and black.
Being wifeless, childless
and alone, he adopted the tiny cub and
carried It home. Once there, Ford soon
found that a foster mother must be
provided for the iufant, and so a frightened, trembling, bleating she goat was
brought to the house to take the place
of the parent he so missed. It was only after much combined forco and persuasion the goat could be Induced to
adopt as her owrjahe unkldllke orphan
placed In her care. But the time came
when foetor mother and foster child
were as happy and content In their relations to each other as if the sight of
I'lrnt-Cln.-

u

a nimble-footed
"nanny"
suckling a clumsy black bear cub was
of the most ordinary condition of affairs. The bear, which was named
Jack, waxed fat on goat's milk; and a
more docile, tractable- beaBt never
grew up under the guardianship of a
humane and loving mother. In the earlier days of his adoption the baby was
a baby in truth. He would not be left
alone. And It would have been a harder heart than Ford's that could havo
resisted the pitiful whimper of the little fellow whenever he thought that he
was to be left alone within the house.
Had there been auy to see It in those
days they would have witnessed a
strange sight. The great,
man following his flock as they
grazed on the buncbgrass sometimes
five or six miles from home and as he
walked the steep mountain-sid- e
where
it was so almost perpendicular that It
seemed that only the goats themselves
could gain a foothold on the rocks he
carried the cub in his arms. But when
Jack grew,older he was trained to herd
the goats.
Previously a number of
dogs had helped Ford, but the bear and
the dogs could not agree, and so the
dogs had to go. Jack took their place
well, and they were never m fused. For
several ' years the bear continued to
help Ford, until the latter sold his
ranch and prepared to go to bis old
home in Europe. Then a number of
his neighbors tried to buy the bear.
Ford refused to sell him, and said that
If he could not take Jack with him he
would hot go.
The difficulty about
shipping the bear was overcome, and
now he and his master are living contentedly iu the old country, enjoying
the fruits of their long, lonesome stay
In the California mountains.
bluo-halre-
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broad-shoulder-

SISTER ELIZABETH.
-

hr) WOTIIINQ Is more
mortifying to a per'
If
son, especially
that Individual is a
11 maiden
lady ot
than
th1
the consciousness
that others begin
to think her too
old for the society
of young people.
"It is s 'laying on
the shelf " that 1b by no means agrco-abl-

WA
Mekl

rty-flv- e,

e.

At least such was my feeling as I
t th Invitations to a little
which
moonlight excursion on the lake were
were handed in by John while we
in
seated at our cosy breakfast-tabl- e
Snow Cottage, one lovely morning in
June. The note was directed to Miss
Lottie and Miss Cornle Whlttaker; not
addressed, as previous envelopes had
been, to the Misses Whlttaker, which
would of course include Elizabeth
Whlttaker. spinster. The last word I
announced almost audibly, with a
smile,
which attracted the attention of my pet, Cornle, who said, tenderly, "Sister Elizabeth, does your
bead ache this morning?"
How my heart yearned over that favorite sister of mine, the very image
of her lost father. We were now laying aside the sable robes worn for
three years In token of our loss, but
It seemed to me that I should always
wear the calm, sober tints of second
mourning, and In my Inmost soul the
memory of that idolized parent would
be enshrined.
My own mother I cannot remember;
she drooped and faded when I was an
kind and
infant: and my
Indulgent as she ever was to me, was
not one to call forth the ardent affecto
tion, which but few had power
awaken In my heart. Gentle, dignified
and reserved, she had bequeathed these
same characteristics to her eldest
Lottie.
child, the golden-haire- d
But Cornle was like our father, the
same buoyant spirit, Btrong will and
Impulsive affection, the same dark,
curling hair and eyes of laughing
blue
I thought of all this as I watched
her fondly on that June morning, and
recalled how I had been a second
time orphaned when her mother was
taken from us fifteen years ago. Since
that time, when Cornle was four years
old, she had been to me as much a

iri.inii

bitter--

step-moth-

,

daughter as a sister.
Lottie, who was five years her
senior, had always been so
and womanly that I could never regard
her as needing that loving watchfulness that our younger sister seemed
to require, and the relations between
us could never bo so tender and affecCARRIER PIGEONS.
tionate.
As I reflected thus, long after we had
Some Bird Have the Homing Instinct
and were seatleft the breakfast-rooVery Strongly Developed.
ed In my little parlor, I reasoned with
Two Interesting questions present myself that it was but natural that I
themselves concerning the length of should be omitted In the plans for entime during which the pigeon can re- joyment formed by the young people
collect the place of his home and the of Caldwell. The mothers were not
distance from which he is able to find Invited with the daughters. Why
his way back to it, says the Popular should I expect to go with Cornle, my
Science Monthly.
Some birds have sister-child- ?
These reflections made me more calm
found their way home after five years'
content, and I could bid my sis
absence, and It is generally considered and
mo
that good birds can be depended upon ters a smiling adieu when they left
for six months. Pigeons have returned early in the evening. to
Cornle came back
give ma a secfrom Vienna and from Rome to Brusond kiss, and whispered. "I wish you
sels, and others, sold to be carried were going, too, you old darling!"
away to America, " have made their
"Old," I repeated to myself. "Yes,
way back to their original owner In that Is the word."
When pigeons were to be
Belgium.
And that night I looked more attensent back and forth it has been usual tively than was my wont Into my mlr- to keep two sets, with their respective
homes at either end of the course;
and, when they have reached their
home, to carry them back to the places
from which they are to be dispatched.
An Ingenious process has been devised
to overcome this difficulty and cause
the birds to fly with equal certainty in
both directions. Pigeons, for example,
whose home is in Paris, are confined
for several days at St. Denis and fed
there at a stated hour every day with
some favorite food which is not given
them at their real home. They become, In the course of time, familiar
with their new home and Its choice
dishes. When set at liberty they start
off at once for Paris, without forgetting the good things they enjoyed at
St. Denis. When they are to be sent
YOU OLD DARLING,
back they are made to fast a little
and tried to realize that I dewhile and are then let loose about ror,
served the epithet. But I saw no
feeding time at St. Denis. They go threads of silver in my dark, heavy
thither, and, when they have their braids, and but few lines'1 of care on
own way, time their going so as to be my fair, broad forehead, Anyhow, my
there at the exact moment of feeding. heart felt young, and with a sigh I
Birds have thus been taught to fly tried to realize that I must accept the
back and forth regularly between position In which, of necessity, I was
.
places thirty- miles apart..
placed.
The next morning my sisters were
eager In their recitals of the charming
BARNATO'S
COOD FORTUNE. walk
and the delightful sail by moonHow He Was Made to Marry a Bar- -. light. There had been' a pleasant
company.
maid.
"Oh, Elizabeth!" said Cornle. "Do
It Is better to be born lucky than
you know we saw an old friend of
rich. When Mr. Barnato was at Jois coming to call on
hannesburg last year, says the London yours? And he
you
he
determined
to
to
the
go
Figaro,
"An old friend of mine?" I queraces. "You'll only lose your taoney,"
ried.
said his friends warningly. "Well, I
replied, "Mr. Loftus;
won't take any with me," he replied, ."Yes," Lottie
Is visiting at the Arments', and has
"and then I shall be all right." Ar- he returned
from a long foreign
Just
riving at the racecourse, he saw a man tour."
with a peanut and fruit stall and asked
"Will Loftus!" I exclaimed. "Is It
him what he'd take for it.
possible?"
"Two hundred pounds," was the reI felt the warm blood tlngMng In my
ply.
cheeks as if I had been only fifteen,
"Done with you," said Barnato.
Memory was
instead of
sum"Well, Where's the money?" asked busy recalling the
the man, as Barnato was proceeding mer, and how often I used to see my
to appropriate the stall.
r,
since lost sight of for many
"Oh! I'm Mr. Barnato. It'll be all years.
Ours had been one of those
right."
youthful attachments which but sel"Well, that's good enough for me." dom ripen into first and only love.
Within an hour Barnato had sold the They are often but "the prelude to the
contents of the stall for 600. He paid strain, before the song is sung." We
the man his 200, staked the balance were on the verge of an engagement
on the races and won 12,000 before when Will was suddenly recalled to
his distant home, and I had seen him
the end of the day.
as it may have
not
It
is
Perhaps
generally known no more. Yes, foolish
of
how Mr. Barnato came to be married. been, I had always kept one corner
to his name,, and It
The beginnings of his fortune are said my heart sacred
was with a strange thrill that I heard
to have been due to the prudent purwas again near me, and that I soon
chase of diamonds in South Africa. he
see him.
should
These he deposited for safety with a
That day he called with his friend,
certain barmaid In Klmberley. After
Harry Mills. He was a tall,
a time he said to hsr:
man, polished, refined and fascin"Give me my diamonds. I'm off for
in his manner. I could hardly
ating
marEurope. When I return we'll get
him with the slender youth
identify
ried."
I had once known: but he referred
that
"I think we'll be married first," she so gracefully to our former acquaintreplied, and those were the only terms ance and expressed so much pleasure
on which he could get back his dia- at renewing the Intercourse so suddenmonds. Now this astute young lady ly interrupted, that I felt perfectly at
Is ihe present Mrs. Barnato, and Iter case.
baby drives along the King's road at
How pleasant were the days that
folio red! We called each other "Will"
Brighton in a silver perambulator.
self-relia- nt

m

-

."

long-vanish-

boy-love-

v

and "Lizzie" in the most friendly way,
mid Lottie and Cornlo seemed already
to regard him In a very slstorly manner. We read, walked and talked together, and night after night his deep,
rich voice would accompany those of
my sisters, while I played the old familiar tunes upon the piano.
I fancied that my own voice might
have lost a little of its early sweet-ne- r,
and so did not attempt to Join
tho others, whose melodies were so
.
harmonious.
Several other Invitations were sent
as of yore to Misses Whlttaker, and I
was fast forgetting that I was an old
maid, when, at an evening party I
overheard the envious and
remark, "Just see that Elizabeth Whlttaker. What youthful airs she does
put on! Trying to catch Mr. Loftus, I
dare say."
How those words rang in my ears
long after the lights, the music and the
dancing were shut out, and I waa alone
In my own room.
How I catechised
myself,' and tried to reason with my
poor, foolish henrt. Yes, I had been
trying to look young, and had appropriated Will's attention as a matter of
course.
What right had I to monopolize his
time? Was it pot far more likely that
he would choose Lottie or Cornle if
Indeed he were to pay court to any of
us? Even this was by no means certain; he mlsht go again as suddenly as
he had come; and I was startled to
find what a sad void his departure
would make In our circle, and still
more in my own heart.
"Ah, Elizabeth, Elizabeth," I soliloquized, "take warning ere too late!"
The next morning I rose with a new
resolve firm in my mind; I would not
yield to the sweet delusions of love
would not, unasked, give my heart.
The world should not have cause to
laugh at the silly fondness of an old
maid. Strengthened by these purposes,
I was the better fitted for the trial
that awaited me.
That very day Will Loftus came, and
Inquired for me alone. I caught a
quick glance passing between Lottie
and Cornle as I left the room, and
there was a more rapid pulsation at
my heart as I entered the cool, dim
room where he was seated.
"Elizabeth," he said tenderly, as Ue
took my hand, "do yon know what
priceless treasure I have come to ask?
I hardly dare to be so bold, and yet,
faint heart never won fair lady, and
I must not lose my courage."
"How very timid he has grown!" I
thought. "Can he not see that he has
but to speak In order to win?"
I smiled assuringly, and he proceeded.

"Do not think mo precipitate in my
affection, though the acquaintance has
been so brief, for I cannot be mistaken
In my feelings, and only wait your permission to offer my hand to your pet
sister, Cornle. You stand in the place
of a parent to. her, and therefore I
asked your consent."

Ah, Will, Will! It was well you
could not read my heart Just then!
With a mighty effort I choked down
a convulsive sob, and replied that he
had my full, free permission; and adding that I would send Cornlo to him
directly, left the room a sadder and
a wiser woman.
There Is not much to add. Cornie's
love was already given to the handsome man so recently a stranger; and
a very few months later she became his
wife.
Lottie was a fair and stately bridesmaid, while I witnessed with maternal
complacency the ceremony which united the destinies of the only man I
r,
had ever loved and my
Cornie.
Peace and contentment were my
guardian angels that night, and with
a serenity that was sincere and unaf
fected I returned the kiss which tho
bridegroom gave me, as he said ten-

.......
child-siste-

.

derly and gently, "Sister Elizabeth!"

SNAKE SKINS AS FANCY WORK
A Novel Use to Which the Discarded
Coverings of Kept llos Are Put.

The ingenuity of woman has compassed a new use for snakes by the discovery that the decorative cast skins of
the creeping tribe may be Converted
into bazaar attractions, says the New
York Herald. A well known bavant,
whose sanctum Is lined from floor to
ceiling with glass cases whence venomous eyes regard his visitors with futile,
fury, Is besieged by ladies covetous of
novedties for their stalls, who beg eloclothing of his
quently for the cast-oreptilian pets. "At times," he says, "I
have on hand a large wardrobe of cast-ol- 'f
skins a bankrupt stock, so to put
it, ot 'returned empties' some perfect,
many .'misfits' and a: few damaged
A really fine specimen like
goods.
this" he held up for admiration'a tawny golden sheeny length of scales
"brings quite a high price at a bazaar,
and many of my lady friends, weary of
working the everlasting "crewel," or
perpetrating the many' useless inventions of the feminine needle, 'bespeak'
a skin some months before it is flue;
and are often quite angry that I cannot induce a snake to shed his skin with
due regard to a specified bazaar date.
These ladies argue that it in a great
saving of labor to substitute thi ready
made
clothing of the snake for a
worked tobacco pouch or blossoming
braces, while experience shows that the
average man readily invests In a good
snake skin." At present," ho deplored,
"my old clothes shop is nearly .empty,
but Lent, fortunately, brings an 'off
season' in bazaars, during which I have
an opportunity of saving serpentine
garments for a good Easter crop."
ff

Paying Up.
Two men called upon the mayor of
Lindsborg, Kan., the other day and
paid him $1, the sum which the city
had paid for their lodging one night in
July last, when they were caught short

there.

They explained that they had

reached a condition in life which made
it practicable to pay what they considered a debt.

Lawsuit by Telephone.
A novel suit at law was tried in the
circuit court at Goshen, Ind., Monday.
It was submitted by Elkhart attorneys
over the telephone and witnesses examined in the same manner. Judge
Warner deciding In favor of the plain'
tiff. "'
'

:"

For with all our pretensioa to
are we not now a talking,
desultory, rather Jhan a meditative
generation ? J. C. Shairp.

A

SOUTHERN

TOWN.

CONTAINS
ALEXANDRIA. VA
MANY TICTURESQUE SCENES.
Old Cerlyl Uouu and It Memories
The Mystery of the ''female Stranger" A Town That Has Ilccn Asleep
V
fur a C'tatury.
LEXANDRIA
has
so
been
asleep
long, the BunBhlue
huB been dreaming
undisturbed In her
quiet streets for so
many years and her
quaint old houses
have such an air
of mysterious waiting in their

grand
eur that it seems almost a sacrilege to
tear away the curtain of contented silence which time has hung there and
to gaze with modern eyes half blinded
by the dust of unceasing whirl at the
bright, stately days of patch and powder, says a correspondent of the New
York Tribune. Nearly every house has
its bit of history, Its comedy of dances
and assemblies, or its darker tragedy
of misfortune, death and even murder.
Among the places crowded with historical myths and shadows the o!d
for
Carlyle house stands
It has played Its part In all the warfare of the country and has had no lens
a share In the heyday of Alexandria's
glory. Built of stone and Hollar, d
brleks by the early settlers, suppoued-ly.l- n
during the
1640, it was used
French and Indian war as a fort; and
in the old kitchen that Is now falling
into decay there Is a well that has
supplied the place with water through
all the varied phases of Its long existence. It was In the house that rose
above the fortr.whlcb, by the .way,
made a most convenient foundation,
not to mention stables and dungeons,
that Braddcck, In consultation with
the governors of five colonies, planned
his
campaign; here young
George Washington received his first
commission; the war of 1812 saw it
In use as a powder magazine and a
prison, while in the civil war it was
used as a hospital. Around the' colonial period, however, when Alexandria's glory was brightest, most of the
Interest centers; for, though the old
house is now comparatively unknown
and obscure, being hidden by the sur
rounding wings of the Braddock
house. In those days its pillared portl-Clooked down upon long terraces
s.
bordered with slender Lombardy
The wide hall Is flanked on either side by quaint little rooms, the most
famous of which Is the "blue parlor,
unchanged since the days of Washington, where the white cornice Is
carved In queer little roses and thistles
to remind them, perhaps, of tho old
English days of "Merry Carlyle." It
was to this room that little Sallie Fairfax tripped down the mahogany stairs
to dance at her first ball with Gen.
Washington and In the tiny antechamber In front Gen. Braddock slept. Upstairs the rooms are small and the
modern housewife would look In dismay at the cupboards, for they are
scarcely more than two feet square.
The windows which front the river originally opened upon a balcony that
overhung a most enticing garden, but
the balcony has gone and the old garden, with its circular path of brick,
and wistaria vines,
its great box-treis fast becaming a dream of the past.
On the third floor the rooms are smaller and so still that but for the spotless
whitewash they might easily be peopled with ghosts. At one end of the
passage that runs between the rooms
there is a door leading into a corridor
of the old hotel and down Its length
of blackness it is said that the walling
of a baby, long since dead, often
breaks through the stillness of the
night. So much for the ghosts, who,
unfortunately, do, not walk in broad
daylight, but the old vaults, far down
below, are surely spooky enough, even
where the sunlight pours Its warm
flood through the doorless archway.
In one of the partitions above the
vaults stands an old cupboard, made
by the Indians, with traces of beading
thickly covering the doors. The beads,
however, have all disappeared;. D,own
the stone Btairs again, to the left, there
Is supposed to be an underground way
that led to the river, ; which in those
days was nearer by several hundred
t
has
feet than it Is now, but
long been walled in, and its secrets
are1 Btili unsolved. The Braddock
house, which surrounds this relic of
a bygone statellness, Is of a much later date, but a quaint, rambling enough
old place It Is. The front was originally built for a bank, and the rest of the
house was added afterward. It, too,
has seen many changes and much degeneration, and its wings seems fairly
to shake with holy horror at the buzzing of the telegraph wires that have
their' home in its staid and proper
walls. Straight down the street from
the Braddock house is the old Clagett
tavern (they were all taverns in those
days), whose lower floor has been degenerated into something that is more
like a Junk shop than anything else,
but upstairs are the assembly rooms,
which, it is said, George Washington
often honored with his presence. There
Is a' queer little musicians
gallfirj
looking into it that was accessible only
from the lower hall by means of a ladder, as the tiny door leading into it
is high up in the wall. When the
musicians harl assembled the ladder
was taken away, leaving those unfortunates no way of escape. This room,
now divided into three, is used as a
club room by an organization that has
done much to preserve and care for it.
The carved wainscoting and molding
are Btill the same, though the place has
been, of course, much modernized. On
the opposite side of the hall Is the
room occupied by the famous "Female
Stranger," and it is still pointed out to
all other strangers, male or female, for
wherever there is a mystery unsolved,
and a trifle uncanny, the interest always, seems the greatest. This person, who Is known only as the "Female
Stranger," Came to the tavern early in
the century. She stayed Just four
days, and during that time held no
s,
converse with any one save her
to whom she spoke always in
French. At Ihe end of that time she
died, but Just before her death her hus
Dop-lar-

j

.

the-vaul-

.

ser-vapt-

band arrived and In his arms shs
breathed her last. The monument he
erected to her Is still well preserved
and standu In St. Punl's cemetery, out
beyond the city. The stone is a llttlo
dark, there Is a caplng around the lot
and a willow tree bends over her head.
The words seem to have a peculiar significance, could tho mystery be fathomed, perhaps the tragedy of the llfo
cut off so suddenly, or perhaps tho
struggling soul that had found Its
peace:
:
To the Mfmory of a
:
FliMAUK 8TKANUKK,
uiuKal fiiiHuniiK irrmlnat- - :
!
I
vd the llih (lav nf Mctobor,
:
i
luia,
:
:
Afred 23 years and 8 months.
: Tills stone Is erected
dls- - :
her
by
: '
coriHolate
: Ilusliand,
in whose arms she :
:
slKlied out her
: Latent breath, and who, under :
:
:
God,
: Did his utmost to soothe even the :
:
:
cold dead ear ot Death.
: How loved,
how honored onee, :
!
!,
avails thee not
I
To whom related, or by whom be- - :
:
:
Rot
: A
heap of dust alone remains of ::
!
thee,
l 'Tls all thou art, and all the :
'
:.
.
proud shall be.
:
To Him pave all the Prophets :
: utteranoe
that, through hla name, ::
: whosoever belleveth In Him shall
:
!
receive remington of sins.
i
,
Acts, 10th chapter, 43d verse. :
:
;

T

Iioije

,

1

Strange words for a soul released
from, its bondage; stranger still the

unsolved mystery that hangs about
her. Many are the speculations made,
some even averring that she was the
daughter of Aaron Burr, the unfortunate Theodosia, but this seems Incredible, and nothing definite can be
learned concerning this episode of a
life to which, perhaps, it was the calm
,
and peaceful ending.
SOME HARD CREEK NAMES.
Hot Pronounced Kulte as the Averag
Reader Would Suppose.

Greek proper names have been the
source of considerable study to the
reading public since the Greek troubles
began and the pronunciation of the
names of some of tho officials who are
prominent in Athens at the present
time has been the subject of controversy, says the New York Tribune.
A man who is well versed on the
subject said that the modern Greek
peculiarity was to a great extent the
accentuation and gave as an Instance
the name of Mauromlchales, the Greek
Is
secretary of the Interior. The name
'
with
pronounced
strong accent on the second syllable.
The secretafy of foreign affairs, Alexander Skouzes, pronounces his name
s,
with strong accent on the
u. The name of Philip Varvogles,
minister of Justice, Is pronounced
the ch In the third syllable
being hard like the German ch.
Nicholas Metaxas, minister of war, has
an easy name for foreigners, but the
minister of ' marine, Levldes, pronounces his name Levee-the- s.
The
president of the chamber of deputlej
writes his name Zaimes and pronounces it
with accent on the
second syllable. Canaris, the fleet
commander's name, Is pronounced Can- arees, with accent on the first syllable.
The name of Delyannis appears in
print every day and most readers have
ideas 'as to its pronunciation His
Greek neighbors call the premier i
s,
with accent on .the secs
i
i
ond syllable.
Like the Russians, the Greeks havo
no family names except in the higher
walks of society, and a man whose
name is Gregorius will call 'his; son
Gregoriadea, pronouncing the;d much
like th in though. The son of Dem'et-riu- s
Is called Demethrlades. i
' One of the most common
names In
Greece is Pappadopoulos, Which may
be assumed by any m$n whose father
was a priest, and a Jnan instead of
taking the name of Antoniades' may
call himself by the longer name, it
Father Anthoy' was a priest. The d in
Antoniades, Pappadopoulos and in all
names where it comes before a vowel,
is pronounced 'like th In though.,
Sko-n-ze-

Delee-yanee-

f
A

", Foot Wcarlnes.
asro

the old- housekeeper
learnea inai wnen sne naa any work
to do that involved a great deal of
standing on her feet in one plac3, she
was tne gainer by folding a piece of
carpet or a rug and niacins It on the
'
floor under her feet.
It has taken the business men' a lone
time to learn Just what a great many
of .the: grandmothers and aunties of
this world knew very long ago, namely,
that people who stand in one place for
any length of time would save a ereat
portion of their foot and leg weariness
if they arranged for something soft on
the floor. One sensible man spread a
thick coating1 of tanbark on the floor
of his warehouse;, another used saw
dust and found it a great advantage.
Where these substances cannot he in
troduced with safety or convenience, a
light platform of rather thin boards
for the men to stand on hs been
.... i ..
.
.1
iuuuu ji sicai vaiue m
ino saving or
In
offices where men are
strength.'
constantly on their feet thick manllla
matting is helpful In avoiding that extreme weariness to which active people
are subject. Wearing loose shoes with .
a thick Insole of felt is recommended
when floors are extremely hard and
unyielding. A little attention to some
of what appears to be the minor details
of life will oftentimes repay the painstaking employer in increased usefulness and the ability to accomplish a
greater amount of labor. Ex.
i
.,., 9
Colored Woman Now a Doctor.
The State Board of Medical Examiners of Louisiana held an examination
recently at which there were sixty-sevapplicants, four of whom wereS
A standard of 75 per cent.
colored.
was required to pass the examination,
which Is required before the Individual
great many years

fashioned,

back-count-

en

cine In Louisiana.
Copped AU the Coin In Sight.
Thomas L. Lucas and his son Fred
have left Huntington, lnd., in a hurry. It is said that they have stolen
$35,000. They were in the abstract and
loan business.

Cincinnati Commercial Tribune: "I
see where the Queen of England has
sixty pianos and doesn't plry any cf
them." "That's a good girl. I knov
of a woman who has only one plana
but she plays like sixty."

FRUIT ABROAD.
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Which would you rarthef
trust ? An old, true friend of
twenty years, or a stranger?
You mav have little health
left. Will you risk it with a
stranger? If lyou have a
cough, are losing flesh, if weak
and pale, if consumption stares
you in the face, lean on Scott's
Emulsion. It has been a friend
to thousands for more. than

6,, 188?

THE COMMEBCIALi CONGRESS.
Tbe meeting of the
oommeroial eongress, wbich has just
convened at Philadelphia, may prove a
very important one to ibis country
Tbe objeot ol tbe convention is to bring
the United States and tbe South Ami r
loan republics into closer oommeroial
sympathy and to promote their mutual
interests. This is a very complex pro
blem, but not impossible of solution,
and the programme for the oongress is
well calculated to, at least solve some
part of it.
Tbe South American countries are
producers of certain articles of general
consumption in tbe United States and
tbey are consumers of many produots
manufactured In this oouotry. It will
be ot mutual advantage to make an
Ai
exchange of such productions.
present the ohannels of trade take our
South American neighbors to Euroi e
more conveniently than here, and
oblige the United States to buy from
them through Europe. Tbe process is
expensive and detrimental to both,
since European traders exact a profi'
both ways and an additional charge
for exchange of commercial currency.
One of the first steps neoessary for
a closer intercourse between the Amer
ican nations is to ' provide banking facilities for making exchanges. It will
avail little to endeavor to promote exchanges of produots if the exchange of
bills must bs made through Eoglish
channels. This is one of the subjoots
to be discussed by tbe congress and, no
doubt, the result will be an effective
banking system. The other very important point is for each country to be
acquainted with the products of tbe
others, and the congress may do much
to promote this knowledge along with
the friendly feeling that comes from
association. An American merchant
marine is also desirable, but it may be
believed that this adjunct will naturally
be found without any special subsidy

twenty years. They trust it
and you can trust it.
Let us send you a hook telling you all about it. Free

Perfecto Armlju Is seeking
relief from the county for a balance due
BOWNE, Chtnltts, Ntw York.
SCOTT
htm while be was in offioe during the
early eighties. There is considerable
due bim and he wants it. Mr. Armijo
alfalfa on his farm and looks
is
At the meeting of Benefit lodge, No, forcatting
better results all around from bis
in
U
last
A.
O.
W.,
Monday night
2,
ranch four miles north of town.
Albuaueroue. the following officers
At the A. M. E. cburob, last evening,
W.
;
were eleoittd: A. M. Woods, M.
the form f marriage was gone through
WH-soCalvin Whiting, foreman; T. L.
with by Rev. Robert Cason, pastor ol
overseer; Fred Nash, guard ; A. tbat
and bis wife. Rev
W. Safewright, I. W. ; F. G. Stoc- A. E.congregation,
Welcb performed tbe ceremony
W.
W.
;
II. Loog, rnoorder; Tbe colored people bad a glorious time
ked. O.
C D. Havley. finanoler; A. W. Hay. on
tbe occasion, and Tbk Optio represden, receiver, and J. F. Elwood, trus entative called at a late hour and found
tee.
no abatement in the festivities. The
Casons were married five years ago and
The Grandest Remedy.
this was an anniversary.
Mr. R. B. Greeve, merchant, of
H. H. Tilton mentions a lady who is
Va.. certifies that he had consumpto bear wbat resorts are open,
tion, was given up to die, sought all
waiting
treatment that money could procure.
etc, at or near Las Vegas.
tried all cough remedies that be could hear terms,
On the 12ih and following day, the
of, but got no reller; spent many o ignis
sitting np In a chair; was iodoeced to try Browns will meet the Raton club bere.
and
Dr.
Discovery,
to cross bats with the Lis
King's New
was cared by use oftwo bottles. For rbey expect
on the 26th. Manager Young
Vegans
been
bas
tbree
attending
yars
past
Dr.
to
King's proposes to entertain visitors proper,
business, eDd
says
New Discovery is the grandest remedy win or lose.
ever mad, as it bas done so much for Dim
Fred J. Otero goes to Las Vegas, to.
and also for others in bis community. Dr.
Kine's New Discovery is guaranteed for night, in order to be present when
Governor Gillie," his cousin, is honcough., colds and consumption. It don't
fail. Trial Domes iree i jsubfht-- v a- ored at hie borne by a
reception.
Manbetter drug stores, and Browne &
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(Every kind of wagon material on han
ioraea inoein and repairing a tpeulalt
trend and anianares Avenues. East I

And rest for tired mothers In a warm battc
wlthCuTicuuA 8oAr,andasln;leapplloatloni
of Cutiuuba (ointment), the great skin cure..
Cdtiouba IUMuniBS afford lnstaut relief,,
and point to a speedy cure of torturlag, disfiguring, humiliating, Itching, burning, bleeding, crusted, scaly skin and scalp humors
with loss of hair, when all else falls.
oH4. Fortis Dane iOCIlU
Sold thnorin"ittl
Holn.
Cop., "Srl, eroiw..
BsbiM,"
mr llw toCun
n.lr BmiHflrd by
SKIN SCALP andCUTIUUBA
SUA.
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Warrnty

Pattern Hats

Jud Lyons and family, C. E. Moore
and wife and Kenneth Gillette hav left
Raton for their protracted trip in the
mountains.

to suit the most fastidious. Ladies are
respectfully Invited to call. Place of
uuine, directly in tbe center of tbe
"lty, a short dlstrnce east of the bridge
English and Bp erjlib.ireaklr.amteii

The Month ol Rosea.

Mav Is called tbe month of flowers, be
cause under tbe Increasing beat of tbe sun
vegetation blosioms rapidly and' lends its
varied hues to beautify tbe landscape.
During this month also there are usually
disturbances in tbe human body. Winter
diet, the foul air nf close rooms, Insufficient
exercise, bave left tue system full or Im
purities, which, under the Influence nf
warm weather, manifest themselves In
sallowness,
biliousness, tired feeiugs,
slugpiab brain, nervousness, indigestion,
loss of sleep. Tbese symptoms are only
forerunners of more serious dtneases sure
to follow, unless messures are taken to
Durifv and strengthen the vital organs
At this season tbe cleansing, regulating
and strengthening properties of Phickly
Ash Bitters are particularly appropriate.
It Is four medicines in one. A kidney tooic.
liver regulator, stomach stimulant and
bowel purifier. A few does taken when
tbe anunying bilious symptoms appear will
strengthen and tone up the svstem and
enable the bodv to pass through the heat
of summer unaffected by the diaesse com
mon to tbe season. Hold by Murphey-Va- n
Petten Drug (Jo.
Mr. and Mrs. AI, Smith rejoioe over
tbe arrival at their home in Raton, of a
bonnoipg baby boy

This Is Your Opportunity.
On receipt of ten cents, cosh or stamps.

a generous sample will be mailed of the
most popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure
(J ream

Balm) snfucient to demon

(hlji tbe great merits of the
strate
remedy.
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TIME

TABLE

WtSTBOPHD.
No. 1 Pass,
No. 81 "
No. w way
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'
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'
freight

6:10
(1:6!)
1 :V6

p, m
P III
a. m

BASTBODRD.

No. 25 Pas, arrive JM a.m. Dep. 2:10a. m
No. 3 "
" 4:00 a. in. r 4 Oft a. m
No H way freight
7:80 a. m

'1''

HOT SPBTKQa BBAMI-BW1STWABD
EASTWARD
70S
70S
OABD BO. 1.
704
70s
7)1

la

8:40p S:J0p 10:00a
6:41p 5 :2ftp 10:05a
6:(i7p S:Stp lO.lNa
7 :up
5:4p 10:26a

7:iup 6:50p lo:aoa

Las Vegas 4:anpA:?5p
rirldge St. 4:S2p f tflip
Upper L.V. 4:llip ti ltv
Ploclta 4:Oftp6:0(tp

7:W)p

1:45p
J:S7p
7:2Sp
4:0up 0:Mp 7:U0p

Hetapr'gs

Arrive Ballv.
Leave Dallv.
Santa Ke branch trains connect with No,
i, xi, z.ki ana 9J way freight.
Annual me' ting supreme lodge A. O. TJ
W., Milwaukee. vVli., June 5th to lit!', "7
Kate and
on cartlflcati plan lor
round trip.
Annual meeting American medical asso
elation. Vhlladelubla.
June 1st tn 4tn
'07. Kure and
on certificate plan
for round trip.
Kou id trip tickets to points not over 185
ujnei ai io per cent reduction.
OnAs.r. joints,
Agent, Las Vegas, N. Al,
one-thi-

Description.

rd

one-thi- rd

P..

-

ooe-tulr- d

self-settl- n

one-thir- d

d

cae-hanlen- ed

life-tim-

one-thir- d

y,

one-thir- d

The Head or the "Optic" swings on; 'patentl socket Thin?es,!SflrmIy
held
down by a thumbscrew.
substantial, neat and handsome In design,
and beautifully ornainentfdStrong,
In gold. Bed plat has rounded corners and 's
or c Min'ersunk. maklntr It flush with top of table. Highest Arm Space under tbe arm b?i Inches hluliand 9 Inches long
Tins will en in It the largest skli ts
-- Absolutely no holes to put tnr- Hd
and ven qnl'ts. It Is
through
except eve of nedle. Shuttle is cylinder-- , open on end, entirely self threading,
easy to put In or takeout; bobun holds u large amount ol t' read. Stitch
Regulator is un the bed of the machine, beneath the bobbin
and bus a
scale showln the rtuujimr u, si,ibi;u0 iu iie i cii, nui cuu winder,
iiv cimiiKtiu
8 to Si s:ltches to the Inch. Feed Is dounle and extends on both sides of neeuuiu
lle;
never fails to takegods through; never stops at seams: movement ie pos tlve;
no springs to break and get out o' or er; can be raised and lower dat will.
Automatic fwbbin Winder For ttlllng the bobbin automatically and perfect y
smooth wltunut holding the thread. Machine does not run while winding bobbin. Light Running Machine Is easy to run; does not
the operator,
makes little noise and sews rapidly. Stitch ts a doublefatlgu?
lock stitch, the same
on both sloes, will not ravel, and can be changed without stopping
the machine.
Tension Is a flat spring tension, and will admit thread from 8 to UOsoool cotton
without changing. Never gets out of order. The Needle Is a straight,
needle. Out on one side, and cannot be put In wrong. Needle Bar Is
round, made or
steel, with oil cup at the bottom to prevent oil
from getting on the Koods. Adjustable Bcarlnu All bearlnirs are
steel and easily adjusted with a screw driver. All lost motion can be tukn up.
and tbe machine will last a
Attachments Kach machine furnished
with necessary tools and accessories, and In addition we furnish an extra set of
attachments In a velvet-linemetal box. free of charge, as follows : One
nlate. one shc nf four heminem.
rurherand itatherer. one bind., one shlri-lndifferent widths up to
of an Inch, one tucker, one under braider, one short
or attachment foot,
and one tbread cutter.
Woodwork of finest quality oak
or walnut, gntblc cover and dr.wers,
rings to drawers, dress
guards to wheel, and device for replacing belt.
d

Railroad Bales.

ELY BROTHERS,
66 Warren St., New York City.
Rev. John Reid, Jr., of Great Falls, Mont,
recoiumenuea tiy cream jsaim to me.
can emphasize his statement, "It is a posi
tive cure for catarrh if nxed as directed."
Rev. Francis W. Toole, Pastor Control Prea.
Church, Helena, Mont
Ely's Cream Calm is tbe acltnottledged
cure for catarrh and contains no mercury
nor any injurious urug. xTice, ou cents.

General AssemHy Cumberland Preaby
teriao church at Chicago. 111.. May 20tb
rare ana
on
zua,
jane
eertincate plan for round trip,
Annual meeting Supreme lodge A. O. TJ,
Company O will entertain to.mor.
ZA1CABB8 Co.
W., Milwaukee, Wis , June 6 to 11 '97. fare
row evening, by inspection, drill and
oa certificate
and
plan for
round trip.
Doc. Wallace, of Farmington, re dance. These affair! are very
Annual meeting American medical as
ceived, the first of tbe week, from tbe
soclation, Philadelphia, Fa., June 1 to
reservation a very large and fine Nava
Our street car drivers are very ac
VI.
rare aod
on certificate
jo blanket. It is 9x13 feet in size and commodating. One stopped at an old
plan for round trip.
was specially ordered by a gentleman town resort,
in order to allow
General Assembly of tbe United Preibv
terian cburob of North America at Hock
residing in Florida to be nsed as a tbe passengers to partake of beer with
Illossburg now bas lust what it has
111., May 2a to Jane 6, 'dl. Fare
drugget for tbe floor. A family of
Rankin, who was on a been in need of, a first class livery and Island,
on certificate plan for round
and
Navajoes devoted tbree months of dill. collecting tour for the Southwestern feed stable.
trip.
gent work to tbe making oi ;
UlVWBtJ.
Annual Congress of tbe International Dl
A party has plaoed a dozen or so
blanket.
Educate Toor Hovel, With Ciucareta.
vine Hclence Astoclation, at ot. Louis, Mo
a
Canny Cathartic, cure conntfpatlon forever. Mav 11th to 16th. '87. Fare and
here on consideration of t0o.2&c.
grapbophones
C.C.
C.
If
oa
fall,
certificate plan for round trip.
refund
druggist
money.
There are some people who never wear the
a
thousand
buyer taking
cigars
dark classes and vet tbey never see any
Annual meeting of tbe American Asso
The Regina is to be heard at several
The resignation ( f C. E. Ellicott, a! ciation Nurserymen, at St. Louis. Mo.
thing bright; It's tbe people who are dysot
Is
out
derman of tbe second ward in Raton June 9th and 10th, '97. Fare and
plaoes.
peptic and soured. Everything
joint with such people. "I suffered many
J. R. McCowan and Don Pedro was accepted, and 6. M. Fetter was on certificate plan tor tbe round trip,
years with Dyspepsia and Liver Troubles
Quadrennial General Conference of the
elected to fill tbe unexpired term.
but have been relieved since taking 8im Simpson drove out to Golden,
United Brethren In Christ, at Toledo.
know others The former bas a gold mine out there
mons Liver Regulator.
may iwa to ;stn, vi. r are and one,
lowa,
who have been greatly benefited by its and he thinks there are none better.
third on eertincate plan for tbe round trip,
n
se." James Nowland, Carrolltoo, Mou,
Eczema.
and
Tetter,
will
P.
v. e . jones, Agent.
J. Dupuy's farewell concert
The intense itching and smarting, inciSanta Fe Route California Limited.
Nothing is more indicative of tbe
E. K. Hill panned some dirt from take place about June 19th. He will dent to tbese diseases,
is instantly allayed
Leaves Chicago 6:00 p. m. Wednesdays
spirit of sociological progress, which bis land in the Blake
addition, south move to Los Angeles thereafter.
by applying Chamberlain's Eye and and Saturdays, Kansas Ulty v:ou a. m. and
,
Ajax
and the result
however slowlv. is surely leavening west of Farming-tonSkin Ointment. Many very- Uad caees Denver 6:80 p. m., Thursdays and Bun- have been
enretl by it. It days, reacbing Los Angeles In 72 boon
this country, than the growing move caused him to open his eyes with as
are a great many of tbe unfortun is equally permanently
efficient for itching p'ilea and and Ban Diego in 76 hours from Chicago,
others who saw ateThere
ones in this world, greater in number a favorite
ment to provide play grounds for tbe tonisnment, as it did
train for Ban Fraocisco via.
remedy for sore nipples, Connecting
the
of gold that was aeoured, tban those who are blessed with gnod dl
Mojave. Returns Mondays and Thursdays.
o hildren of the poor, who are herded Tbe string
colors were simply innumer gestion. To some people tbe greatest mis chapped hands, chilblains, frost bites
Equipment of superb vestibuled Pullman
fortune is not to be able to eat everything and chronic sore eyes. 25 cts. per box. palace sleepers, buffet smoking oar and
together under such conditions as no able.
set
tnem.
before
suffered
"1
car. Most luxurious service via any
lor
years
dining
wise stockman would tolerate for his
Dr. Cadv'g Condition Powders, urn line.
wim .Dyspepsia, ana everytning 1 ate di.
Educate Tour Bowels With Caecaret.
me.
was
with
Induced
to try just what a horse needs when in bad
I
agreed
cattle.
Cnndy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
Another
carrying palace
10c. 25c. If C. C. C. fail, druggists refund money.
Simmons Liver Regulator and was cured. condition. Tonic, blood purifier and and tonriet express train,
sleepers, leaves Chioago and
M. Bright, Mad
I now eat everything.".
A stone tbe size of a nen'a egg, con
Kansas
for California.
are
food
not
but
City
dairy
vermifuge.
They
Clitf Huberts, r f White Oaks, is car ison Parish, La.
medicine and the best in use to put a
Inquire, of Local Agent, or
taining thirty cants' worth of gold,
A.T. &8. F.K'y
horse in prime condition. Price 25
bis right eye in a sling, having
Mrs.
Al
and
Mr.
rying
Waiklns
White
of
near
W. J. Black, O. P. A.,
has excited residents
Galeton, encountered a
of steel, while Oaks, have a nice girl baby at their cents per package.
piece
Topeka, Kb.
Fotter county, Fa. But it is very like- working at the mill. It is painful but house, of which
are duly proud.
Benevolent and Protective Ur
tbey
Meeting
W.
Walker
bas
II.
moved
to
White
office-seeknot otherwise serious.
der of Elks at Minneapolis, Minn, July 6th,
ly that some New Mexico
The Westfleld (Ind.) gu$ prints tbe fol Oaks, He bas reoently located a val- 1897. Open rate ot one regular standard
bas been unloading bis pockets out of
ooal
olalm at the Salado.
fare for tbe round trip, plus ISO
Bncklen's Arnica Salve.
lowing In regard to an old resident of tbat uable
cents. Tickets on sale July 2nd and 3rd.
the car window of specimens of low
The Best Halve in the world for Cuts. place: "Frank McAvoy, for niRny years
return limit to be July 10th.
final
1897;
of
N.
A.
C.
&
the
in
tbe
railL.,
employ
It may be worth something to know that
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Bait Rheum, Fever
grade ore.
subject to extension of limit to not
cores. Tetter, Chapped Hauds, Chilblains, way bere, says: 'I bave used Chamber- - the very best medicine for restoring tbe 1897;
later tban July lst,ltiU7.
Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Reme- tired-ou- t
nervous system to a healthy vigo
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and po
C. F. Jonks, Agent.
cures piles, or no pay required. It is dy for ten years or longer am never isiSlectrie Hitters, inia medicine is pure
Charges against M. A. Otero are
X consider it
in
without
my
it
tbe
to give perfect satislaction or
family.
acta by giving tone to tbe
Christian En
People's
Young
Society
ly
vegetable,
said to have been wired to the senate guarranteed
I nerve centres in tbe stomach, gently stlm deavor, at San Francisco, Calif., July 7th
money refunded. Price 26 cents per box. best remedy ofintbe kind manufactured.
committee on Territories from Catron For sale by Murobey-Va- n
recommending It.' " It is mates the lilver and Kidneys, and aid to 12th, 1897; $41 for tbe round trip. Tickets
Petten Drup take pleasure
For sal tbese organs in throwing off impurities in on sale June zznd, Z3rd and 29th and 80th
speclno for ail Dowel disorders.
& Spices' office in Santa Fe, but this Co., and Browne & Manzanares.
by K. D. Qoodall, Depot Urug store.
tbe blood. Klectric Bitters improves tbe and July 1st, 2nd and 3rd. 1897. Going
aids digestion, and is pronounced trip to Degin oniy on a ate or sale and to be
will have about as much effect as cerW. N. Eight arid j. Q. Willett, the
John M. McCourt and J H. Teats appetite,
y those who Dave tried it as tbe very best continnous passage. Tickets shall not fee
tain other suggestions these worthy committee appointed by the citizens of are behind tbe counter at Taliaferro blood
purifier and nerve tonio. Try It, good to leave Ban (rsnctfco, earlier than
San Juan county lo plait (Jallup and Bros.' store in White Oaks.Hold rorou cents or$i.uu per bottle at Mar July 12th, and final return limit shall In
gentlemen have made recently.
In
no case eceu August latb, 1897.
a
phey-va- n
interest
of
direct
the
Fetten Drug Co. and Browne
Albuquerque
C. F. Jonks, Agent.
Manzanares Co.
'
Whilk one of the prisoners in Wash- wagon road to the former place, ! ft
Biennial session, supreme court, Forest,
for Gallup.
cases
of
.a
is
favoritism
of
of
estem
America at Denver, Colo., Aug.
typhoid fever, diphtheria and other
ington jail complaining
d
list 24th to 38th, '97: fare aod
diseases, when tua patient has been
shown to Broker Chapman, the latter
bucklen's Arnica Salve.
nn certificate plan, irom all points on our
reduced in flesh, and strength, and begins the
for
The Best Salve in tbe world
line.
taiUome climb to health. Here flood's
gentleman bas some eanse for comSores, Ulcers, Salt
finds its ph.ee. It enriches the blood,
Annual convention, National Keeley
plaint that be hus not fared as well Cats, Bruises,
Ebeum, Ffver Sores. Tetter, Chapped strengthens the nerves, reives tone to the di
League at Minneapolis, Minn . Aueust
and
as Millionaires
Havemeyer
on
ztn to zom, i ; rare ana
Hands, Chilblains, Corn, and all Skin gestive organs, and builds up the whole systeu.
oertincate pian, lor round trip.
fiearles.
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles. flaed's Pills are the best
pills.
C. F. Jones, Agent
or no
required. It '8 guaranteed assist digestion cure Headache. 25c. a box.
The S.tnU Fe gang will make a last ro eivapayperfect
satisfaction or money
A course (if lectures on the Bible will
and unsuccessful effort to keep M. A. refunded. Price 2.0 cents per box. For
Petten Drug Co , be delivered by the pastor of the Pres.
Otero's appointment from being con- sale by Murpbev-Va- n
Las Vegas and East Las, Vegas, and. at byteriao church in It a on at tbe ev ning
firmed. Tbe Las Vegan will be
wholesale by Browne & Uancanarfi services, Beginning next Sunday, June
ST. LOUIS.
and all tbe name implies, too.'
bfn. Xbe citizens are invited to attend
Co., East L Vegas

V

nlcKel-plate-

We mage the above offer to increase the circu-- .
lation of the DAILY OPTIC and WEEKLY OPTIC.
With this object in view, the offer will be

ene-thir-

permanent.

one-tbir- d

DIRECTLY
AND

y.

Salt-ltheui-

'

FROM

THE

MANUFACTURERS

AGENT'S

SAVE

PROFITS.

a"- -

Onava Alterative

-

A

Water.

Sulphurated, Carbonated, Mineral! Water, lncomparablena&aSystem
Cleanser, Blood Purifier and Appetizer.
'

COOL, REFRESHING and INVIGORATING.
Pound

at

a Depth ot ago Feet. Needs Only a Trial to be Appreciated,

CHemiCAU hnhuysis.
Colorado Springs, Oct. 30, 1890.
Dear Sir I find the sample of Onava Mineral Water contains
Sodium Chloride
3.009 grains per
Sodium Carbonate.,
3.S07 grains per
Sodium Bicarb nate
4D.856 grains per
Potassium Sulphide
4.088 grains per
Iron Sulphide
.503 grains per
Silica
419 grains per
Free Hylrosulphano Acid not determined.

er

first-cla-

PROF

CHARLES

'
,

H. W. LAMB, . Analj'tical Chemist..

-

WRIGHT,

-

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW

Leave Orders

gallon
gallon
gallon
gallon
gallon
gallon

MEXICO.

Proprietor,

at Montezuma Restaurant or address lock box

mm

161.

SHO E

-

one-thir-

TRY

Bursa-paril- ln

Haase's

after-dinn-

Herring:

gov-ero-

!m'iess is said to bave a
CftHey & Arandi made a clean tip
bee in bis cap, but from their .San Pedro property, last
week and have a three and three
this has always appeared to be a huge
as the re

Charlkt

quarter pound gold brick

perhaps sult.

There are a tew district attorneys
in Sow Mexico who will soon conolude
that their large private practice demands all thmr spare time.
M A. Otero's appointment as gov.
rnor, is another few feet dug in Mr.
Catron's political grave, for which the
Territory is thankful.
A Santa
Wedding.
(From the New Mexican.
N. King and Miss L. Schormoyer

were united in marriage, last evening,
at 8:30 o'clock, at tbe residence of the
bride's mother, Rev. Townsend offi.
The wedding was a very
seating.
quiet affair. Aside from the relatives
f tbe bride, only iwa .friends of tbe
eontracticg parties witnessed tbe ceremonies Miss Nellie Smith and Mr.
Edwin S. Andrews. Both bride and
groom are well known in Santa Fe,
and their many friends and acquaintances wish them much happiness. Mr.
King fills a responsible positloa in the
office and is ,pro.
surveyor-general'- s
mincntly identified with the local
militia, end the bride is one of the
lakest of Kew Mexico's dajijjMcrs.

Fbicrlt Ash Bitters cures tbe kidneys,
regulates tbe liver, tones up the stomach
M purifies tbe bowels. Bold by Murphey.
Van Petten Drug Co.
Mrs Jones Taliaferro, of White Oaks,
moved into 'lie rfsidence of Mrs.
Conger, the past week.
There are some people who never wear
dark glasses and yet they never see anything brigbtj it's the people who are dyspeptic and soured. iSferythiDg Is out of
joint with such people. ' I suffered many
years with Dyspepsia and Liver Troupes
s
but have bean relieved sjnce taking
Lirer Regulator. I know oUiers
who bave been greatly heneSted by in
ames Ifowlaua, Carrolton, Wo.
use."
etas-mon-

(lOSTETTEfft

in sign
BE8I

ALMT

Against

DISEASES
That sap the
VITAL POWERS.

Try It
STOMACH

ATfp BE

To Cure lioiiiClimtlon Forever.
Take Cascaiets Candy Cathartic. 10c or 830.

Ready

For the
Table,

fioo Reward $ioo.
Tbe readers of this paper will be pleased

to learn tuat mere is at least one dreaded
Oiseage rnat science oat been able o cure
agen, ana mac la uatarrb
in ait its
Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only pp(tive
oure known to the medical fraternity,
Catarrh being a constitutional disease, re.
quires a constitutional, treatment Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
upon me oiooa ana mucous surnirecuy
faces of tbe system, thereby destroying the
foundation ot the disease, and eivine the
potient strength by building up tbe con
stitution and assisting nature in doing its
work, t rio proprietors bave so much faith
in its curative powers, tbat tbey offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it falls
to cure. Send for lint of testimonials,
& Co.. Toledo
Address, F. J. CHENEY
'
' " "
Ohio
jgrHolA bf prggtts, ygc,

See

-

,

-

i

in

fiices

00.. rhlcairo. II!.. Bor
Isaac K. Hltt
Thompson A ) aw, Washington, I), O.
den,
ere BK!ita wltn mei n cttses before tu
(Jaurt ol Claims,

Siit tie

AGENT.

fe,

nj,

SOU! AGENT of the Hill-sit- e
Town Oo. addition, and the Eldo
rado Town Co. lower addition.

RAFAEL ROMERO.
L.AS VEGAS, N. M.
Indian Depredation Claims a
Specialty,

ii)

Residences, Business Properties,
LoanE, Mortgages and securities
Desirable Acre Properties: Faims inii
Office on

Irrigation Ditches.
d

f"'
M

nA
,

miMti
e1

ii

t:

2 Las Vegas, N.

A Ofllomd

mgnm

of .Ui,jDtn bimtt, nun Fo ?i
torn prk-fS- .
Ww. llhifruf 3 11 is.

with
ti.nl of K. wmfiRonryfia-Airi'iiUof theiil iirloiic M;unnllihi,in.

i',il!ur.-- i

rtt.,1

ifEi,lll,NJ

. LUHBER,

Room at d Breakfast $1.
European

Plan $1.00 Per Day,

Good Rooms, Good Meals, Good

Service

w j)r, You VUH St. Louis Stop at

ST. JAMES HOTEL,
Broadway

and Walnut.

Street Cars Direct to Hotel.

'radical

Horse-Sho-

er

LAS VI.SA8, N. M.
street, west end ol

brlga.1
Special attention given to brand
ing irons, and general biacksmitli-in- g
and woodwork.
All work
promptly uone and satctiisonfa

ewiranteed.

Sa!

SASH,

retail dkalcb rw
DOOBS,

FABISHIS

BLfflBS,

Painta, Oil, and Glao.
rrillos Hard and Soft Coal.
LAS VEGAS.

tfiAST

KPHONK Ho.

NSW MEXICCis

dellT red tree In clt

60-O- ooa

H OFFIOK

Samplo and Club

Cornot Sixth Btreet and Donglas Avenue

Rm

CHRIS SELLMAN, Proprietor.

A GU A PUR A

COMPANY
PURE MOUNTAIN
WHOLESALE DEALER IK

-- n

mm

Tate

."D

Cnoicest brands of imported and dompstiV
.
always in stock. Folite and attentive mixologists n
lgar
attendance, day ancD
night. The patronage of gentlemen solicited.

Nos. T, 8 and 9 Bridge

Sw--

k

!Vlr

(Bnocesaor to Coora Bros.)
wnor.KRA.r.B

FATES, $3. PER DAY

irifs mm. iiivc.i

FR1W TO F. A.
OtJH,,h,-,i-

Bridge Street,

' ST

St. James Hotel,

O. S. ROGERS,

Lots from $100

j

Claim Agent.

171

INSURE

AND

fpr Fifty Cent
Guaranteed tobacco bablt pure, mnltcs yieai
men strong, ulood pure, boo, tl. All druggists.
u..mniiaimiiiii

D stoat

Real Estate

'

-

WARD'S.

MUUl,

.

one-tbir-

Rolled

joke to every one except
Spies himself.

J

5

--

V

v

ng.

Is

MRS. L. HOLLENWAGER.

t

Self-Threadi-

Shipped to any one, anywhere, on 10
ViClJ J II WW ffl
in JVUI VTII
without asking one.cent in advance.

X

'KM.

An

Cash and

$20

And dealer in

Sewing; Machine

OPTIC

New ll.gh arm

U

FOR

of the Optio.

Amsuqckuquu, N. M , June 3rd,
1897. In a conversation with Chiel
Ituppe, he reiterated tbe statement
made, that he had twloa addressed a
le tor to tbe chief of the Las Vegas fire
department, not adding the name, Bait was not familiar to bim.
Mr Kuppe
said there was considerable inter st fell
here among tbe fire laddies and tbey
wr aVnnnir on forming teams op to
a recent date. The cbil suggested lo
them that it was now too late to think
of getting in shape, besides it would be
out of the question to canvass for
funds, at he bad taken up the matter of
a fire alarm, which would require over
800 to seoure a good system, and our
people would not stand a double tap.
Chief Kuppe has entered into tbe
spirit of tbe fire alarm question, and
will push It to a finish.
Hon. Max Luna, secretary of the
compilation oommlttee, oame down
from Santa Fe, yesterday and said be
would return to tbe ancient, this

Which?

carmouths; $'iM for tlirno months,
rier, M emits per
deCar Vkuas Wbbklt Oitio 18 columns, anlivered by mall, postpaid, 7ota.00 per
for three
num, fl.iKl for ols months,
months. 8Imk1b copies In wrapper,6 cents
and weekly,
Sample ooploot fiotti dallyGive
mulled free when dulred.
postolttce
addieus In full, liicludi: state
OBHlCNPONllKNOB
OolltttilllnK KKWS, iOllClted from all parts or the country. Com-or
munications addressed to the editor be
tnatirA nt.fcnnt.tnn. should
tmh itumtn
accompanied by the writer's full name
and address, not for publication, but as a
Kuurancy or ttooa rami.
..kmiti' amoks May be made byordraft,nione
realstere
nrtiar noatnl tints. Amreii
letter at our risk. AUUress u iiwi nuu
Th
to
optio,
telegrams
East Lai Veirai. New Mexico.

EVENING, JUINE

Special Ctnrtapondetxc

a: c. schmiui

3

t3

Duke City.

Stranger?

oitt.

Special Notice.
red
DAibT
110.00 par annum;

BATUEDAY

or

matter.

ovriciALPAfSBorTua

Us Vbo-

Chief Ituppe on 'be Tournament
Comings and (Jotntte in the

hi

'1

Make your Wants knonwQ
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"THE ROME OF ASIA '
TOWER3

AND PALACES
DELHI, INDIA.

OF

narrow Write of the 8lonitor
and the Squalor of the loillan City
Famine and. Iu l(?(ci-Tar- dy
Be- -

VT.

.

Maf.

(Agra, India, Letter.)
S we entered this

beautiful city today
we caught sight of
that pari of tombs,
the Taj Mahal, and
tonight we hope to
see it under the
light of the full
moon. My last letter was aont from

wmr
tot

Cawnpore, which
city we left Janu-Durl-

11, for Delhi.
the Interval
we have spent three days In the old
capital of the mogul empire, have
reached the northern part of our Journey In Lahore, and have Been the Golden temple of Amrltsar. A visit to Delhi, often called the Rome of Asia, Is an
introduction to the grandeur and aplen-do- r
of Shah Jehan, the builder, grandson of Akbar. We were the guests of
the Rev. S. S. Thomas of the English

try

Baptist mission,

a

rented house
which onoo belonged to Lord Lawrence,
before he became the ruler of India.
Here I met Dr, 7. E. Clark, the leader
of the Christian Endeavor movement,
and assisted him in Christian Endeavor
meetings both in Delhi and In Lahore.
My first lecture at St. Stephen's col- lege in Delhi, which is conducted by
the Cambridge mission, was on the
Chicago parliament of religions a fact
of some llttlo interest for the reason
that it was Akbar, the greatest of the
Mogul emperors, who called together
his debating school of rival priests,
Hindoo, Moslem, Buddhist and Christian, who contended like mediaeval

7

ag-

In

-

.

rs

talla

Were lftlatfl with sminraM
rw.nrle
and various colored gums, while be'
tween them perched a purrot, aald to
have been carved out of a single emerald. The throne Itself was six feet long
and stood on six golden logs, encruHted
with all kinds of precious Jewels. The
Kohlnoor Itself was probably set at one
time In Shah Jehan's imperial chair.
No one acquainted with human cupidi
ty would expect that a throne into
which had beon worked a carload cf
Jewels would last forever, especially la
a land of changing military dyriasties,
As I sat on the marble dais, where all
thlB splendor onca gleamed, and sum
moned before my imagination the gor
geous scenes on which the proud em
peror gazed, and as I thought of the
Persian' Inscription on the north and
south arches of the hall
If on earth be an Eden of bliss
It Is this, It is this, none but this,"
I felt anew, not only the transltori
ness, but the moral unworthlness, of
the glories which were made possible
by the spoliation of millions, and by
the practical enslavement of a wholo
people. There is no reason to believe
the condition of the Indian nations
was better in the time of Shah Jehan
than in the time of the
Victoria. Indeed, It must have been

SOUND PHOTOGRAPHY
THE

VOICE MAY NOW
CAUGHT BY CAMERA.

BE

One of the Moit Wonderful Invontloue
of the A fee A New Ituufc-- e of startling I'o.all.llltlei Oponed Up to Student, of the Art.
la now possible
to have your voice
photographed. The
result of the experiments
along
tnis line by Prof.
William
Hallock
have proved the
fact
a
beyond
1

'

5

.

doubt.

The photograph is that produced bv nlctiirliiir
the result of the vibrations caused by
the voice. Every vibrating body has
a certain keynote or Ditch to whioh
it vibrates. It will respond to no oth
er note. It is necessary
In, considering

MUSIC FROM

A

CAVERN.

Mysterious Choir Hue Produced
Ita.
nmrltuMe Awakening.
The city of Uoswell, In. the Pecos val.
ley of New Mexico, is in mourning, and
consternation prevails, says the Gal
veston News. No longer do Its citizens
wear the smile of peace and content
ment as of yore. Saloons and gambling
houses are all closed and their occu
pants may be seen standing about in
crowds canvassing the recently discov
ored phenomenon which has enveloped
this land in gloom greater than would
follow the announcement of the millen
nium. Three days ago a Mexican shep.
herd walked into Uoswell, and, stand
ing on the street corner with eyes dl
rectcd heavenward, was making the
sign of the cross on his breast and

I

murmuring Incoherently as

If

praying.

Being accosted by a man passing by,
he stated that he had discovered, ten
miles west of Roswell, a cave in which
angels were singing and playing upon
musical instruments never before heard
by him, and, feeling confident that the
world was coming to an end, he wished
Professor Hallock's dlscoverey to bear to apprise the people of the earth, that
this fact constantly In mind. The sd- - they may prepare themselves for the
Several men returned
paratus of Professor Hallcek is very grand finale.
with him, and to their utter amaze
and equally simple. In the
far worse. There are native patriots Interesting
first place, there is a series of hollow ment discovered that he spoke the
who Imagine that the "simple'
metallic spheres, differing in size. Nat- truth, for as they appeared at the
life of India" is preferable to the "luxmouth of the cave plainly could they
urious and enervating civilization" of urally, each vibrates to a musical hear the enchanting chords of the
all
tone,
different.
There are available
the west. I have even been asked If I as
it were all the different vibrations heavenly orchestra pealing' forth the
would like to live the "simple lifo of
which go to make up a melody which familiar notes of "Nearer, My God, to
India." If by this expression is meant
Thee." They returned to Roswell with
the ears
pleases
the
distress, the pitiful Each of these of great and small. tears in their eyes and proclaimed that
balls, or metallic all is
hunger of the many millions who, not
vanity here on earth and the
has a small hole at one side. time
bad come for the people to abanmerely In years of famine, but general- - spheres,
live In mud hovels without the Opposite this hole a membranous
don temporal affairs and prepare for
Is placed.
A lighted gas Jet
comforts that are enjoyed by some of drumhead
Is placed on the further side of the the millennium, for the end of the
the aboriginal tribes of North America,
world draws near. Crowd after crowd,
This arrangement Is entirely
I should neither like it for myself nor drum.
hundreds on hundreds of peocounting
toward
the
point of vibration. There-tor- e, ple, have vUited the musical cave the
for the poorest and most abject people
when
the air inside the ball Is
of Europe. One feels almost hopeless
two days, and such an era of
made to vibrate by the musical sound past
for a people living in such material
peace and good will, of reconciliation
corresponding to its tone pitch the and of forgiveness and protestations of
conditions. Of course, the general distress is aggravated in this year of membrane also vibrates. The vibra- sorrow for past evils never before preIs promptly communicated to the vailed In
we tion
the godless land. People apThousands,,
plague and famine.
lighted gas Jet on the further side of proach this cave
with heads uncovered,
the drumhead. The vibration causes with awe and reverence
depicted in
the gas Jet to Jump, and therefore one
line of feature and drawing insound of the voice Is registered in an every
spiration from the sweet
pourobjective fashion. While It would be ing forth from the bowels melody
of the earth
very interesting the mere photograph stand spellbound under the Influence of
of a single vibration would be pracan unknown power. Men, women and
tically valueless from a scientific children have surrendered themselves
.
standpoint, but Professor Hallock has, to religious zeal, and our
ore'
however, utilized bis method in an- sents the appearance of a country
camp meet
other manner. He arranges a series ing under the combined influence
of
if these spheres, drumheads and lights, Sam Jones, Mulkey, Moody and
Sanky.
n that each one responds to the tone' ana not one man
the
Queen-Empre-

to-d-

half-cloth-

SCIENTIFIC

'

drlvu Kid lloatlng lce before thorn, ana
at new ami full moon the tidal attraction of the sun Is added to that of the
moon, so that thoy may be said to pull
together, and the effect on the sea Is
Increased.
Dr. Nansen also observed
that the Ice does not form by direct
freezing on tho Polar Sea to a thickness exceeding thirteen
feet.
That
was the maximum noticed by him; but
in the Ice fields the thickness becomes
greatly increased by the piling up of
broken masses, under the action of
winds and waves. "The massive icecap which many explorers have believed to cover the polar area," he
said In his recent lecture In London,
'has been shattered. Instead of It we
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Poisoned Blood
These come from pol- - p
I
onous miasma arising
from low marshy hind and from decaying
vegetable matter, which, breathed into
the lungs, enter and poison the blood.
Keep' the blood pure by taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla and there will be little danger
from malaria.
The million" take

ENT of the Lancet
says previously to
the abolition a t
mwA5
slavery there was have
ice flqlds."
ty very mtie tuoercu
losls or insanity in
us
Coffee
a IMalnfectant.
America among the
'A year ago a Rustilan bacteriologist
of
the
negroes
made some experiments for the pursouthern states, who pose of
the Influence of
were observed to coffee in determining disease
destroying
a
enjoy remarkable says Modern Medicine. "The germs,"
conclu
Immunity from both affections. After sion was that coffee is to some
emancipation they appeared to quickly a disinfectant. The disinfectant degree
proplose this Immunity, and at the present
of coffee
not
time are exceedingly susceptible to erties the active depend, however,
principle of coffee, or
both. Formerly, although in a state of upon
caffeln, which It contains, but upon
slavery, they are said to have been well the substances developed
In the roast- cared for, compelled to lead orderly,
ng of the coffee. It was found that
regular lives, and kept from dissipa the various substances for coffee are
tion and excess.
Freedom
removed
these restraints, and they quickly also germicides, and,' like It, develop
disinfectant properties during the
plunged Into riotous and vicious habits.
A watery infusion
A physician who has investigated the roasting process.
of either coffee or its substitutes was
con
subject writes In a
found to be capable of killing the
temporary that "the rapid increase of
of cholera within a few hours,
insanity and consumption In this race germs
Is due to a combination of causes and and of typhoid fever in a somewhat
conditions. They have developed a longer time. The conclusion Bhould
highly insane, consumptive, syphilitic not, however, be drawn from these
and alcoholic constitution which pre- statements that either coffee or its
disposes them to diseases they were substitutes are to be considered of
formerly free from. In this disturbed value on account of their slight antiand unstable condition they seem to septic properties, as too long a time
be totally unable to resist the slightest is required for the destruction of
excitement. Recent mortality returns germs by them."
show that the death rate of the colored
The lluld Man' Barilla.
people from tuberculosis Is three times
The microbe, that scapegoat of mod- as high as that of the whites."
trans-Atlant-
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In the South Da- Kato ecnooi jor me
deaf and dumb, la
the Hnlftn Keller of
the weBt and prom-leto develop the
niarvelouB
capaci-

es

ties
deaf,

,
speaking while

forBeelng.hear-lng-

dumb-

then enunciates a sound,
REFORM.
MARRIAGE
and the pupil endeavors to imitate It.
One sound is repeated hundreds of
times until It approaches- - perfection,
A FRENCHMAN
COME3 FORand theu another Is tried. The variWARD WITH A ' PLAN.
ous sounds are then combined, and tha
result is articulate speech. Miss Donwhat her Would KatulilUli a tlureuu of Health
ald readily uudorHtands
Dixitue lu
Kxlitem-of Hereditary
charge says, but others cannot. The
Urouud for
Kit her l'uriut gulllt-ltm- t
teacher regards this work as almost
'' '
Divorce To llrnellt Mankind.
hopeless, but with the patience and
great success of Miss Sullivan and Miss
Keller before her she could not deR. TOULOUSE Of
The process is tedious and
spair.
Paris is certainly a
if
the
certain
long, but tho results are
man
of original
method be persisted in.
ideas, says tho New
Llnnle has a wonderful memory and
York Herald. Quite
is a close observer with her hands.' It
was only through the sense of touch
recently he startled
Europe by his authat she was able to learn anything.
book on
dacious
She was given an object and Its namo
Zola and now be
was told to her in the manual lancornea forward with
guage. Greater difficulty was experienced when it was necessary to give
m'ext raordinary
proposition In reher abstractions, verbs, adjectives and
d
institution of
gard to the
the like. So successful hag her teacher been, however, that Linnie is now marriage. Here are .his views on the
able to talk rapidly with her teacher, subject: Persons of weak constitution,
through the manual language, and io or who have any disease lurking in
communicate with the world outside their system, he says, and especially
her sight, her hearing and her speech. those Buffering from consumption, epilHer vocabulary is now that of a child epsy, a cancerous growth, mental imabout 7 or 8 years old, for it must be becility or alcoholism, frequently have
remembered that her education did not sickly or badly formed children, who
with the physical or moral
begin until she was 14 years of age, and are stamped
at that time she had no name for any- blemluhes of their parents, from the
evil effects of which they are wholly
thing and little idea of its size, shape unable
to escape. Still this form of
or use, boing in effect an Infant without an infant's opportunity. Her mind heredity, though extremely frequent, is
is very mature, Tiowever, and she is not fatal; it assumes the most unexhence the malady
rapidly enlarging her vocabulary. Her pected disguisesthe and
child sometimes difinherited by
fers very much from that which afflicts the father. For this reason it is
impossible to fram'o a law prohibiting
certain classes of persons in modern
society from marrying. And yet, asks
Dr. Toulouse, is it not deplorable to see
so many unhappy persons born 'dally
Into the world, who are doomed by
their origin to be degenerates? He has
been brooding over this subject for
some time and now comes forward with
a remedy. Marriage, he points out. Is
simply a contract the object of which
is to insure the perpetuity and prosperity of the human race. This contract, then, considered from a purely
HELEN KELLER.
sanitary point of view, should always
be made in good faith. Health is a
matheIn
is
In
study
special delight
more Important factor in married life
to
able
is
add, multiply than money, and the man who conmatics, and she
with
and divide numbers below 1,000
ceals from his intended bride the exwon derful accuracy on the slates pro
istence of any hereditary, and presumvided for the blind. She is very fond
ably any acquired, disease is as guilty
wen
is
she
when
knows
of display,
of a breach of truth as though he were
of
sex,
her
dressed, and, like others
to conceal from her the fact that he
own
way.
Is said to enjoy having her
on the verge of
was
In
Miss Haguewood is able to cut and common Justice then, bankruptcy.
says Dr. Tousew her own garments, to write let
louse, the marriage contract should be
ters on a tvDewriter. to read readily reversible in all cases where there Is
Bible
her
her Sunday school paper and
any deception in this matter of disand to write slowly on the tablets ease, and divorce be
promptly granted.
which are nrovlded for the blind. By
Only in this way can we be assured of
her delicate sense of touch she is able
marriages, healthy children and
to recognize her friends, and even to happy
a
society. But he goes even
prosperous
those
remember on second meeting
husband or a wife, he
a
If
further.
Is
whom' she has noticed before. She
conceals
the existence ,of a
says,
able to recognize at the first touch
blemish, and if there is born
those whom she knows well. She is hereditary
to this couple a child who is continually
passionately fond of flowers, of dress sick, unable to earn a livelihood,
and
to
next
her
type who is an
and lewelry. and.
exceptional expense to the
writer, her dearest possession is a parents, then that parent who has degold ring with a beautiful setting, preceived the other should be compelled
sented her by the ladles of Sioux Falls. to
pay to the marriage partner a large
ac
a
she
forms
very
Miss Donald says
of money as damages. ' Dr.
amount
of
curate idea of the general qualities
Toulouse
thinks that a law should be
persons by posting herself on their passed to this effect, and he
explains
habits of dress.
how it could easily be made operative.
he
claims
that
a
bureau
Furthermore,
DR. MARY A SEYMOUR.
should be established with the object
Neir President of a Famoul Female of looking after the health of individuals. In other words, he proposes that
Medical ClnS.
this bureau shall be furnished with
(Chicago Letter.)
passports showing the condition of
Dr. Mary A. Seymour, the new presi
dent of the Chicago Woman's Medical health of all persons in the community.
Club, is one of the oldest of the women A recent law obliges physicians to keep
physicians of Chicago. Dr. Seymour a record of allarecajes of contagious diswhich
brought to their no:
began the study of medicine with her eases
husband and was graduated from the tice, and Dr. Toulouse maintains that
homeopathic college in St. Louis and the same precaution should be oblater from the Hahenmann College in served in the case of nervous and nu
Chicago. She is a wonderful traveler tal maladies and of all others which afflict the race and are likely to be trar.s-mitte- d
and went to the Pacific coast long be
from one generation to another,
fore the railroads made travel easy
If this were done the result would be
The Woman's Mediand .a pleasure.
that the authorities would have under
cal Club organized in 1894 in Dr. Sey
mour's office in Central Music Hall. their hands and could see at a glance
Its platform provided that all legally the mental and physical condition of all
persons within their Jurisdiction. Each
qualified women physicians in Chi
cago, no matter what their school, passport, It is suggested, should bear
might unite with it Dr. Gertrude Gall a number, and in this way the Identity
Wellington was elected president, and of the person described therein would
served continuously until the recent be known only to the chief of the buDr. Wellington remains reau and to one or two confidential
election.
of
the board of the proposed clerks.,; In other words, it would be a
president
In one
new city hospital, which is the most strictly professional secret
sense, too, these passports would only
cherished object of 'the club. In addition to the scheme for, a city hospital, be of scientific interest, for it is not
the club proposes to establish a new suggested that they should be brought
hospital, for emergency purposes, .In into use in the case Of persons about
Without the aid of these
the "downtown" section of the city. to marry.
documents, however, it Is tliffl- It is urged that death often results tell-tafrom long trips in ambulances "over ult to see how persons applying for a
rough streets. The club takes an ac- divorce or for pecuniary damages in
tive Interest in all matters of public the case of sickly children could always
sanitation and offers exceptional so- substantiate their claims. Dr. Toulouse
cial privileges to women physicians. so far as I can learn, does not suggest
they should be used of such purpbssz,
but some of his critics do not refrain
from hinting that tha passports may
be used in this way. They also point
out that in times of general elections
these documents, showing the mental
and x physical - status of all persons,
might prove of great service, at least,
in the hands of an. Unscrupulous government. But this is not the only objection which has been made to Dr.
Toulouse's' proposed law. "Theoretically," says Dr. Maurice de Fleury, "his
idea Is JusU but in practice it would
almost certainly give rise to quarrels
and interminable and singularly pain
s.
Dr Tdulouse knows as
ful
well as X do that neuropathic heredity
and that a mysteri
is rarely
I
ous attraction- - Impels the offending
DR. MARY A. SEYMOUR.
parties' to seek each other's society, to
live together, to get married and to
Dr. Seymour Is popular among her
give life to children who will partake
She is a native cf Auburn, of their double blemish, and who will,
N. Y., spent her girlhood at Albion, so to speak, be doubly degenerate, as
Mich., a&d was educated at Albion though implacable nature were hasten
'
College.
of such an effete '
ing to make
race." r ' .,- r. v,v ! .
Banting Steel.
An experiment which demonstrated
A Jek of All Trades.
the capacity of steel to endure greater
A notice which appeared recently in
the
hardest
than
was
stone
pressure
of a small New; England
recently made at Vienna. Corundum a local ispaper
copied below. The name of
was chosen for the stone, the sma'i! town
advertiser is the only
cubes of both substances were placed the versatile
Notice. I have opened
under pressure. A weight of six tons thing changed.
a shop on Front Street and am presmashed the Corundum, but forty-tw- o
to file and set saws. I carry a
tons were required to crush the steel. paredof
line
Cigars, Tobacco and ConfecWhen the steel did give way, the
can furnish hot oyster
aud
tionery
are described as most remarkstewti, boiled eggs, etc., at short notice.
able. With a loud explosion, the "metRepairing Umbrellas and Sewing Maal flew into powder, and its sparks
chines, also Bottoming Chairs. Shootsaid to have bored minute holes In the
ing Gallery in connectlon.Jas. FarnMibs Donald
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blind exhibited by the wonderful 'girl
now a student at Harvard "Annex."
Mlas Haguewood is 17 years old and
her story is almost a precise repetition
of that of Helen Kellor. The eastern
girl, however, has had a great advantage over her western sister in that
her teacher was more adept than Miss
Haguewood's Instructor.
Llnnle was born at Ida Grove, Iowa,
and, like Helen, was a perfectly normal child up to her eighteenth month.
At that time Bhe was stricken with a
spinal disease and when she recovered
it was found that she had lost the
senses of eight and bearing totally.
She lived in a world without sound and
practically never having heard the human voice she was unable to' speak,
notwithstanding that the muscles and
nerves used in articulating were la
injured. But Linnie's parents,
unlike
Miss
Keller,
thona
of
were not rich, and were unable to engage special teachers for her. Indeed,
:they did not know that their child
could be rescued from the awful solitude In which she lived until she was
i
nearly 14 years old.'. What has been
accomplished with her in that short
time is almost incredible. Not long
ago Miss Haguewood was presented
with a beautiful typewriter, and the
other day, at the request of the writer
she sat down and wrote a letter, which
is given below. She wrote this note
without any aid whatever, never missing a letter and handling her machine
as expertly as might be expected of a
girl in. the, full, possession of all ,her
fjve senses. The letter is perfect. There
is not a single misspelled word in the
Miss Haguewood's
communication.
r
.
letter runs thus:
,
, Mr. Day. wants me to tell you about
my typewriter. All the children and
the teachers of Sioux Falls gave it to
me Saturday, Feb. 27, 1897.' It' has
made me happy. The ladies of Sioux
Falls gave me a beautiful new ring.
I shall not forget them. Do you think
my typewriter. .nice? I am visiting
Mr.. Simpson. We are good friends.
He teases me when I go to see him in
his .office. I like Dakota. The blizzards blow at me and make me laugh.
They are gone now. Spring made them
go away. Spring means March, April
.
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LINNIE HAGUEWOOD.
I shall go to' my home In
Delaware, Iowa, when happy June
comes. They will be glad to see me.
My school is the Iowa College for the
Blind at Vinton, Iowa. I have many
I
dear friends in Vinton. ' Some day
y
"
shall go to them. Your friend,
LINNIE HAGUEWOOD.
Until she was 12 years old Miss
Haguewood was cared for like an infant. At that age she was taught the
manual alphabet. In this study she
At 14 she
made but little progress.
was taken to the asylum for the blind
at Vinton, Iowa,' and although at that
age she was yet unable to walk she
was in perfect health. When she entered the asylum she was unable to
communicate a single thought to an
other human being. Miss Dora Don
ald, one of the teachers in the asylum
became Interested in the girl, and de
termined to do what she could to help
her. Editor Bernard Murphy of the
Vinton Eagle took up the case, and
opened a subscription for the purpose
of educating little Linnle. The Iowa
legislature appropriated ?500 for the
purpose, and the work was begun. Miss
Donald took charge of Llnni. and devoted all her time to her pupil. Miss
Donald has worked unceasingly with
her charge, and is now being rewarded by most marvelous results. Some
time ago pupil and teacher came to
Sioux Falls to get the benefit of the superior facilities in the Bchool here
and give Miss Donald an opportunity
of studying the methods and results
cf the system in vogue here.
It was only until recently that Linnle began to realize that she differed
in any respect from the ordinary human being. Her teacher has told her
all since the two came to Sioux Falls.
At first Linnie was greatly saddened.
Then she began to make inquiries. She
is now resigned and has announced
that in spite of her defects she will
make the most of her - life. She has a
deeply religious vein in her' nature,
and has the most touching and beauti
ful ideas of heaven and the future life.
Her expression is one of rare and re- fiaod beauty, and her hands; delicate,
sensitive and tapering would be the
envy of a sculptor. She has lately
'been toid about Helen Keller, and
LliiLie thinks that Helen, herself and
a girl In Council Bluffs, Iowa, who has
broken her leg, are the most Unfortunate people In the world.
Miss Donald Is now teaching her pupil how to talk. The method used is
(similar to that employed by Miss Sullivan In her education of Miss Keller.
Linnie jU.eeg her delicately sensitive
fi
8 on the moutli of her teacher.
and May.
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CRIPPLE CREEK.
The New Mining Town
Beep front
Crrat of Hold Hill.
Tho most popular train from Dnver
to Cripple Creek in these day Is the
which leaves
Denver an hour before midnight and
arrives at the foot of Bennett avontto,
In the metropolis of the gold fluids, at
about sunrise, soys Harper'B Weekly.
There is something about the name of
the train, borrowed as it is from the
phraeaology of tho game of "craps,"
that smacks of chance and its peculiarly appropriate title probably hag as
much to do with its popularity as has
the convenience of being able to go to
Bleep in the state cupltal and to wake
up in camp. The visitor, arriving at
the foot of Bennett avenue, the principal business thoroughfare of the town.
Just as the sun is coming up over Gold
hill, is apt to remark first upon the
temperature,' which he finds surprisingly genial as compared even with
Denver, and the almost invariable ab
Benco of snow, which, when one considers the altitude, D.500 feet, may be
regarded as somewhat phenomenal. But
It .Is to be doubted if these circumstances occasion him as much surprise
as when, a few minutes later, having
been whirled away from the handsome
stone station In the bus, be finds himself in the spacious lobby of a hotel
that in architecture would do credit to
any of the larger cities of the effete
east. The stranger is accordingly not
surprised when, in a subsequent walk
through the length of Bennett avenue; he observes
its artistic shop
fronts, its substantia! mining exchange
and bank buildings, its gilded saloons
and its attractive opera bouse. The
array of wares in the shop windows
not Infrequently causes a still further
shattering of tho tourist's preconceived
notions. The fact that gambling places
are running wide open during the day
as well as the nizht and on Sunday
as on the other days of the week is
abount the only reminder, from the
Bennett avenue standpoint, that there
Is a mining camp at the town's doors,
unless it happen that the conversation
of the loungers on the street corners
and in tho barrooms be overheard, in
which even the visitor's ears are smitten with a Jargon in which "lodes" and
I

"Eleven-come-eeven-

,"

"slopes" and "drifts" and "crosscuts"
and "phonollte" and
"porphyry" are a few of the more inwith
telligible utterances, mingled
names of mines and mining stocks that
are frequently of weird significance.
But there is another side to Cripple
Creek than that presented by Bennett
avenue. The day when the town consisted of one street has long ago departed, and, as may be seen by a panoramic view from the crest of Gold
hill, it stretches now over many acres,
with the brick and stone buildings of
its "fire limits" in the center and its
residential portion spreading out
through valley and slope and gulch and
far up on the sides of the hills that
surround the natural basin in which it
was originally planted.
and "whims"

.

The 1'oet of Lore.
Browning is more than any other the

poet of love of love declared and un
declared, requited and unrequited,
of
love wise and unwise, but most of ail
of wedded love. He sang of
The little more, and how much it Is!
The little less, and what worlds away!
Who better has portrayed wedded love
that has he in the poems, "A Woman's Last Word," "A Lover's Quarrel" and "In a Year?" Browning has
shown again and again that he did not
think of love as something that is end-a- d
with life, as may be seen in the
poem beginning
Never the time and the place
And the loved one altogether!
and also in "Evelyn Hope." The poet
always looked to a reunltement beyond
death, as we may see in his "Epilogue
to Fiflne at the Fair." It must, however, not be supposed that in being the
poet of love Browning was in the least
thinking of love such as that of "Ger-aiand Enid," as sung by his great
fellow poet Tennyson,
That is a
weakening and ignoble love.
Browning claimed as the proper sphere
for true love the common life of man,
and thus to him, as it should be to all
of us, the love of husband and wife
was but the inspiring force of a life
lived for the good of all. Dean Farrar.
nt

sel--fis-

Sweeping With Wind.
In some of the Chicago railway
yards compressed air brooms are emand dusting tho
ployed for sweeping
'
carpets and upholstery of the cars,
and the results are said to be satisThe compressed air is led
factory.
from a power house through an underground pipe, to which a hose is attached in the car yard. Affixed to the
end of the hose is an iron nozzle as
long as an ordinary broom handle, and
having at its extremity a fixture of
brass about a foot broad, and furnishd
of
ed with a long slit a
an inch in width, through which issues the compressed air at the rate of
cubic feet a minute. The
seventy-fiv- e
dust does not stay long in front of
J

thirty-secDn-

that current.
An

fOlt IHKNTf YKAlt.

rnrrxhpoinUmt writtip: "I wan drunk
on nwl iitT for over twenty yearn, ilruiik
uhcu I hail monuy, Kobxr wlieni I liml none.
r
f r IuikIh I lo.st, and numbers
Many
pnvo me k(k1 advice to uo purpose; but,
llinnk liuil, an niigiil timid cmne ut liiHt In
I lie
form of my poor wifo, wlio luliiiiiiinter-t- d
your inuivefouM remedy, "Anti-JoK,- "
lo liie without mv knowledge or coiiKout.
1 urn now
saved and cotuplotely trans-(oi'ine- d
A

In Elevators.

Improvement
Elevator accidents ' are. so common
and in many cases so startling that inventions looking to the safety of passengers have multiplied very rapidly
within the past few years. One of the
newest Is the air cushion which is
formed by the elevator itself: At the
bottom of the shaft is a well anywlers
from twelve to eighteen feet deep. Below the elevator is a platform that fits
closely into this well,, and if the elevator gives way, it so' nearly fills the
space that in driving down the air it
meets with steady and powerful resistance.
The, air escapes very slowly
around the edge of the platform, and
practically does away with all danger
of a serious crash.
Granted the Plea.
Bill the Burglar (after the trial)
Dat dern lawyer spiled de whole biznesa
fer me. Murderous Maddlgan How's
dat? Bill the Burglar By tryin' de
sympathy racket an' pleadin" wld do
Judge ter let me go to me mudder. An'
at de same time dat Judge knowed me
mudder is doin seven years." Truth.
Gigantic Field of Strawberries.
In a radius of fifty miles around Jackson, Tenn., there are in cultivation
6.000 acres in strawberries. The outlook for a large yield is decidedly good.

7
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And Consider tho
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addressing- Mrs. l'inkham you are con- your private Ills to a woinun a woman
whose experience in treating- woman's
dlbetuies is greater than that of any liv'
male or female.
ing' phytdeiun
can
a
woman
tulk
to,
ion
freely
when it is revolting to relate your
private troubles to a man besides,
a man does not understand simply
because he is a man.
Many women buffer iu silence and '
fwim hnl lo worse, know- drift
ing full well that they ought to have
immediate assistance, but a natural
modesty impels thein to shrinlc from
exposing themselves to the questions
and probably examinations of even

from a worthless fellow to a sober

t

If "Antl-Jnucannot be had at your
drugslht, It will bo mnllod In plalu wrapper
nltb full dlrectiouM how to give uecrotly,
on recolpt of Oue Dollar, by the Reuova
Chemical Co., CO Broadway, New York, or
they will gladly mull full particulars free.
King Humbert: Is Abutment.
"

'"

Kn

Dishonored Drafts.

When the stomach dishonors the drafts
made upnti It by the rest of the system. It Is
lieeesMiilly liein use Its fluid of strength Is
very low. Toinil with Hostetter's Htoninon
li:tters It toon beitlns to pay out vliror til the
shape of tune, rieli blood. enutiiluluK the
I'leuieiits of muscle, bone aud brain. As a
of the new vlpir afforded the stoui-nel- i.
seipienie
t lie- bow els perform their functions regularly, and the liver works like clock work.
Miliaria has uo effect upiiu n system thus reinforced.

'Mcdlblis Is n conleniptlble crcnture."
'Well, he is
"In- what particular way?"
tinklml of nil. n who would send another
lenii a Sunday newspaper without iiuirklng
Hit- article lie wanted him to read."
nil the wnyf"
'lines tlip road B'i
,
"Yes. to the summit's crown."
toll
our
can
repay?"
'What Is there
"We coast as we come down."
The editor of this paper olivines hii
readers that a free package of l'eruviana,
the be-- kidney and liver cure on earth, will
1
delivered KKKK to any sufferer, if written for nroniptlv. I'kiu'viaxa Rkueot Co.,
SSI 5th b., Cincinnati, Ohio.
"Ceorcle cried himself to sleen lust nlfrht."
"What whs the m itler?" "He nte dinner
-

Fact,

That In

.

tuul respet'teil pitUeu."

Ilnmlp"ht Is tliu only ri'lunliig wv-citt wlm ilrliikx iinlliinu bill leu
it In 10
from
wilier mid iiIihIiiIioi eiilli-i-llliinir -- ii fiu-- t whli li dmihtlf will Interest
l
Hie
In
where sneli
ulled
Kliite.
people
Ktutf
iieeiitiH nf lee wilier tire eoiiHiuued.
Kiiiiiliert diit-- nut du IIiIh mi tin Kfiiinid "f
He
but mi titciiiiitt of his health.
.lve:i up liibueeo. mid whereas
;ih lllii''l-- e
fniiiiet-lhe whs wmit In smoke dozens of
those
known us "Vlruliilas." whleh
Inive n Htritw tlirotiuh the eetiter lo ennltle
I hem
In tlniw, null have lo he held for fully
live minutes lu n llanie before I hey will
to lluht he now dispenses with
lu
form. This Is lu cuiiseijueiwe
of his iislhmii uuil lirmu-lillls- .

w omen

their family

Jt is unneces-

physician.

sary. Without monpy or price you
can consult a woman, whose.
knowledge from aetual experience is greater than any local
nhvsieian in the world. The fol- -.
r--lowing Invitation is freely offered;
...
v accept it in the same spirit:
'
MRS. PINKIIAM'S STANDING INVITATION.
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to promptly
communicate with Mrs. rinkham at Lynn, Mass. All letters are received,
nnenerl rend and answered bv women only. A woman can freely talk of her
eternal confidence be
private illness to a woman; thus has been established thenu never wcu
uiwru,
tween Mrs. Pinkham and the women 01 America wnicn
Out of the vast volume of experience which she has to draw from, it is more
than possible that she has gained the very knowledge that will help your
and her advice has
case. She asks nothing in return except your good-wil- l,
relieved thousands. Surely any woman, rich or poor, is very foolish if she does
not take advantage of this generous offer of assistance. Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co.. Lynn. Mass.

'

up-lil-
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with llnbbv ToinpUliis. nnd when ha came
home be found that we had strawberries,
while they only had stewed rhubarb."

lon't

Tobatco Spit anJ Smolw Toor Life Iwaj.
To ipilt tobacco easily and forever, be magnetic, full of life, nerve and vigor, tuke Nothat nmke
te Hue. the wonder-workeweak men strong. All driiKKlsts. &Oe. or II.
Cure gtiuiauteed. Hooklct and sample free.
Co.. Chicuuo 01
Address Kterllus ltemt-dNew York.

The Man who is Raising a Big Crop

"A man Is never safe." "Wlint's the mat"I nnswercd an advertisement
ter now?"
my
ofrerlng I'L'lit In ; work' ami ran miou
wife hunting a mall to beut carpet. '
sro of reme la proportlim
KducstlonsJ
of ttu-l- r Kiulpmrnt slid tlis fmvor-sli- t.
to tli eomclett-iieNo luilltutlun In
of ttielr environment.
iprU
lo lt:)f ttph wnilele adrsa-laf- t
th wtrld hmm (Tsthri-elu the way of coufpincHt tu! ecliiraltunal ability
HtlUI NSW KSOLASU CONSICHVMOHT Of MUSIC lu BO.
vox. 11" pupils sre Imilim-lcsj tliomutfhly and with
In
counter
as iinli-- rare In the uefrlnntnp of ttii-lHie lilsliest irrailes that are Brrd. while the reputae
tion el the liitllull'ni wl the record iiisdehjrlUifrs'l-tistboth St home end Abroad, srestsll llniees
nf the sWllty ot thuee who pue throutfli lu

- realizes that the harvest time is ahead.
Ideal farming comprehends not only the growing of the tallest grain the
must
of hays the best farming the farming that pays
most
m
contemplate something more than this for there is a harvest time, and just
as a crop is saved successfully, speedily and economically, m just
proportion
ft :
...
t
nr InM.
mat proporuon may pe uwww tU. ....w. rre

t.

-

,

In tiny of tho old

"f rnn't (let Interested
novels."
"Why uolV" "Nothing lu them
about wheels."

kind; they are built for long wear,
Harvesting Machine are the
hard work, light draft, and in short, to satisfy. There are other kinds that
,
don't cost as much, but there's nothing cheaper than the best
profit-bringi-

Rdoeata Tour Bowels With Cascsreta.
euro eonatipatlon forever.
Candy Cathartic,
Crefund
If C.

10c

C. full, driiiniUis

Tbe Light-RunniThe
The

money.

.......

"Are t)ie cherries all killed by the frost?"
"No; we tliluk we'te saved a few for the
roblus."

no pay.

MrUHTIIIC

HA KIT P4MITIVKI.Y
lie.

IJ.'l 'H

sunup for

.i.e.

.....

"

Ncurotlco
.'-

Though spry we feel, mid hope that time
To print our age lias tarried:
Our years are mocked, with fatal chime,
lly our youngsters getting married.

for Fifty Cents.
Guaranteed tobacco habit cure, makes weak

mea strong, blood pure.

The

sS3

Mc.ll. All druEKisU.

"She must have very small feet.'' "Why?"
"She's always askiug to borrow somebody s

rubbers!"

ARE REACHED IH THE MOST COMFORTABLE MANNER VIA

ssr v

:"..v

r

;.y..

ouvuano.

FermsseDtlyCurcd. Ioat ornreousnftfter
piyaday's
use ot Br. Kline's Urest Nerve Restorer.
lor FREE
.() trial bottle snd treatise.
Ltd., 9:il Arch St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
H.

:

for HANDSOMELY ILLUSTRATED TOURIST BOOK.

SEND

CCT DlfU qnlcklr. Send for SOOlnventionsWanted.
CLl nlUil Jidgr Tw Uo.. 246 BoUor.Nw York.

RfC

Lauah
at the Sun

tr.-li-p..i-

TIIONK WHO H.tVK
Smm anainst tiie 4jovpriiine.it
nij.bft.ril. 1Piiftioii nnd 1'atpnt AttV. AI4 F
St. Washington, D.O.. they will receive a urotnpt reply.

II

PATENTS. CLAIMS.
D. a
WASHINGTON.

PENSIONS,MORRIS,
Xzuaiaer V. 8.

Pension Bureau.
tuijuiojitinj claims, ally, si tit.

Mrs. Wlnslow'a Sootmng syrupInflamsoftnthKirui. 25reduces
ForchiUrenuwthtllir,

AT WHOLESALE
Prom MnUer to Rider Direct... '
,
Highest Gmler.owest l'rlee. Catelos-tie-

cents a bottle.

the sum"Have you made any plans Iforshould
like
"Yes:
mer. Mrs. I'erklns?"
to lend mv children to someuouy una rem a
second-buillighthouse."
.
Vim Cycle Company, Chicago, HI., are
offering rare bargains in bicycles. It will
pay you to send for their large catalogue.
1.
......
un
we sympathize ...in.
".ye
uoesn j. com iin.vioiiiK.
1 took sides with
the cook once aud it cost
wue.
me a
hut for my
ito.t T.I.- Towder Made is TJIcfco Napto,;
Safest and best. Will not harm eggs or
chicks. Sent posipniu tor iic.i nmi o.y
era or Haines Seed Co.. 132S Wtu street, lien
ver, Colo, Samples seut free.
"The Haggins' honeymoon is over." "How
do you knowY"."She has quit culling him
l I
'baby.' "
X"

BICYCLES

d

COm SUO

kst

01UU

,
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To Care Constipation Forever.
Take Coscarets Candy Cathartic. lOoorSSo.!
C. C. C. fall to cure, druggists refund money.

.
i

Court St.,

Ies

mi

Mulnes. J a.

linn

ill Hliy hitill.

Will pay $100

for any cash

they Treat and
Fall to Cnro. '""
An Omaha Company places for the first
time before the public a Magical Tbbat-mfor the cure of Lost Vitality, Nervous
aud Sexual Weakness, and Restoration of
hite Force in old and young men. No
worn-ou- t
French remedy; contains no
is
Phosphorous or other harmful drugs. ii It
i its
a Wondbkful Treatment magical
effects positive in its cure. All reae'ers,
who are suffering from a weakness flat
a d
blights their life, causing that mental
peculiar to Lost
Ehysical suffering
MEDICAL
STATE
to
write the
COMPANY, Omaha, Neb., and they will
send you absolutely', FREE, a valuable
proofs
paper on these diseases, and positive Thousot their truly Magical Tbkatmrnt.
ands of men, who have lost all hope of a
eure, are being restored by them to a perfect condition.
This Magical Treatment may be taken
at home under their directions, or they will
who
pay railroad fare and hotel bills to all
prefer to go there for treatment, if they
fail to cure. They are perfectly reliable;
have no Free Prescriptions, Free Cure,
Free Sample, or C. O. D. fake. They have
to cure
(250,000 capital, and guarantee
every case they treat or refund every dollar or their charges may be deposited in a
bonk to be paid to them when a cure is
effected. Write them today.
Of Weakness

In Men

'

Healthy-- ,:

Economy

A daily constitutional
and a Columbia bicythere's healthy
cle
economy for you
in the exercise economy in the
wheel. Perhaps Colum-bia- s
cost a little more in
the beginning, but they
are cheapest in the end.

every time."
"Our preacher is
"What was Ills latest text?" '"Punctures
Character, and How to Uepnir Them.'

Help Colorado,

Columbia Bicycles
'

STANDARD OF
THE

WORLD.

fl

f

I"U

TO

st

ONE FARE FOR ROUND

Travel

Hartford, Conn.,
fa--

mail

from sny Columbia dealer; by
lor one
stamp.
,r
MHHW

PLUS

ALIKE.

POPE MFG. CO.,
Catalogue

TRP

All'

next best,$60,55T$50,M5

HARTFORBS,

,,
To Lyons and Estes Park.
will put
Kuminv. June fith. the
on a morning train between Denver and
a
of two
service
Tills
dully
gives
Lyons.
trains each way. The morning train will
on week davn leave at U::tO a. m.. arrive at
Lvons at 11:4H a. n.. connecting will! four-hnrs- c
stage for Estes Park, leaving Lyons
at 1 p. m. and arriving Estes Park at 4::m
stage leaves Estes Pari!
p. m.
at 7 SO a. in., arriving nt Lyons at ,12 noon.
Train leaves Lyons at 1:IK p. m.. 'arriving
n. m.
Denver ;):"" p. in. Take the
train for Welch's Hunch. Aiiinckli-'- Kisliing
Hes-ir- t
and the famous Si, Vraln ("uiion.
reSunday trnl u leaves Denver S:.'iO a. ni.,
turning readies Denver at 7:05 p. in..

,

JRootbeer.A

lu

By asslHtlntr us lu our work for the .state.'
We have just received from the printer an
entirely to
Interesting pamphlet devoted
Colorado's" climate and its benefit. We we
booklet in
to
this
anxious
put
particularlyof
the bands
physicians and Invalids throughout the East and South, but It will be of
Interest to those who are well those who
wish to avoid Illness.
i
We want the people of Colorado to assist
us In the propel' distribution of this work
of friends who
by sending ns the address
would be Interested or beuelited by receipt
to nil such
book
mall
the
will
we
of a copy:
addresses absolutely free ot charge. Every
Colorado
at
of
Interest
person having the
heart should net promptly to- lu this mutter.
addresses
Please send the
ll, h. WINCH EM,,
General r.issengcr Agent (iulf Uoud and
.
South Park Line, Deliver, Colo. ,

.

yyourtnirsc

,

Tlso's Cure for Consumption Is the only
1. q. Alcough medicine used In my house, ISOo.
'
bright, .Miainburs. Pa., Dec. 11,
down
were
nil
sweet
tramped
pens'
"Air
this wornliig." "IMrt thecut do it?" "No;
wc thiuk the nirship fell on them."

JT.

NEW DISCOVERY;
s

a am

Rootbeerj

"MV daughter has enrned a big commission." but I suppose she. can't collect it.'
"How did she earn It?" "Since Bhe begun
her vocal lessons every neighbor on the
'
block has bought a wheel."
, ,

mi

womt
1 qlllvk relief ami cin-vO days'
Send ror hook of testimonials nnd
r.
H.H.UKKicii'ssons,
itiuu, tie.
treatment Free.

IIIREi

Du. R.

FAY'S M
T with
roofing-la. Writs
kihbampi.is.

esse

Cool-Dr- m

.Root

I

ntlrtDCV
LIICwiO

Keep

HIRES
beer.

r

t

FAY MANILLA BOOFlNQCOMPANV,Camden,J

Drink

BrVt

mation, ullays pain, cures wind colic.

'seggey

"

ss--

(IKKI).

l.rMUae.
-

g

THE EASTERN SUMMER RESORTS

no.f miu n M044IM1 n in l.nop p!od
:o s.tmix
j.i(i.n "I
iiiii. !until
Moim nojC 'dAV.t
jiivluo.), :3ii.iiis pjo
MIGHT, any one ran playl
til'lTAK AT
A. M. C. MeUjod of Chord, sent po.t
iurk hen's
We. J. K. llell. Mu.lc DesUr, KDae Clty.Bo.
lor
,,id
'
i
write to Queen Victoria, you must
"If yno
'fold
never
your letter paper.',' .VWcll, If she
writes to me, ho Is It"

I.Ktlon

Harvester,
Open
,
McCormick New 4 Steel Mower,
McCormicIc V&tical Cora Binder and
Mcv.ormica Laiay Reaper iu saic cvcxywucjc.

g

Cw

Hull's Catarrh Cora
Is a constitutional cure. Price, 75c.

eur

.

McCormkk Harvesting Machine Company, Chicago,
Elevator
McConnick

...,.",
via

175

Is a Joy to those who know how to get
l'lillniims,
the most out of it. Luxuriousmodern
dny
cniiifurtiible
.
nml
ihphIs hc
com-ln'sIn
dining rooms or In dluliiR cars,and
time
with shortest dlslinire
a
between plven points, muses trnvellnc
.
Tills
.1, nnv u,iiuiin nf the vein-..1.
- what you my. for and get when your
ticket reuas -

Santa Fe Route.
National Educational Association,
Milwaukee, Wis., July 6 to 9, 1897.

Ceetcrn "Wheel "Works
MAKER S0-- J

CATALOG VE FREE

W. N.

23, -- 1897

wrlliiiR to mlvertlsers, please sny
lu this paper.
that you saw the
When

SHliBP SANITARY

THE DAILY OPTIC

It Meets In Lai Vegas, anil Porta, a

Oriinlltluo,

The People's Paper.

BATURDAY

KVKNING.

JUNK 8,

1897.

STREET TALK.
Another bin paper, to day,
Corbett aud Fltislminons,

1

Last night of tb. Kampton Komedy

Ko.

Still popular prices at
'
house.

tb.

Duncan opera

at the

New Blograpb piotures,
opera bouse.
Bee what Miss Olive Optlo bai to

paper.

's

lay,

In

There will be no services at the Jewish
temple,
' Uncle Joshua
Wbltoomb Is the play, to

night, at the opera house.

For parties, oonoerts and socials, rent
Rosenthal Bros', hall.

50t

Miss Nellie Snyder contemplates a visit
to Mrs. Badie Williamson in Tarklngtoo,
Illinois.
Wanted A position by an experienced
ana competent stenographer of nve years

experience.

2t

A special feature of the Flasa hotel on
der its new management are Its excellent
Sunday dinners.
N. B. Roseberry

Is suffering;
from an attack of rheumatism In

and

greatly
the leg!

feet

MUs Hollenwager has just received the
handsoment line of Bailor walking bats and
it
millinery or tne season.
Wells has purchased a pinto horse
figuring that a mint of money is to
made out of calico exhibition.

Harry

PERSONAL

BOARD.

Prsaaat

A Pleasant Affair.
Invitation of Bupt. W. V. Long
and Asst. B. K. Bydes, the officers and
teachers of tbe Metbodlst Sunday sohool
held their regular moatbly meeting at tbe
"bachelor den" of tbe latter gsntlemen, on
Sixth street, last Tuesday evening. After
the formal opening of the meeting with
prayer by tbe pastor, tbe reports of tbe
officers was followed by reports from tbe
teacher with a belpful discussion of the
methods adopted by different teachers.
Miss Snider read an Interesting and well
prepared paper on "Supplemental lessons
in tbe Sunday sohool."
During the business session which fol
lowed, some new books war ordered for
the library.
Baobelor Syde't pretty 'china, elegant
linen and solid sliver, were called Into
service to lend additional enohantmeot to
huge dishes of ioe cream and Immense piles
of cake, which rapidly disappeared.
A merry crowd took its wraps at 10:30
o'clock, eaob one voting a "baobellor'i
den," tbe jolllest place in tba world. .

Another Solution.

Jim Barton left, last night, on No. 1 for
Santa Fe.
J. J. May, Trinidad, Colo., registered' at
the New Optlo.
R. E. Twltohell left for a run down to
Albuquerque, last evening,
W, P. Nott reached the city, this morning, on No. 3, to spend Sunday.
Mrs Jas. A. Dick returned from her sojourn in Calfornla, Friday moruiug.
Herman Ilfeld, boarded last evening's
train for Lamy and southern points.
W. A. Jaycox and Win. Fisher, returned
to tbe city, last night, from Mineral Hill
resort.
M. M. Salasar Is greeting the denizens of
the Metropolis,
from the Springer
suburb.
Storekeeper F. O. Blood rested In a
sleeper between here and Ban Maroial
last nlgbt.
F. H. Jlng, Cbrls Mortsnson and J. J
O'Mally, Blsbea, Arizona, are registered at
the Central hotel.
Cbas. Klngsley went down to RIbera
last evening, to spend the Lord't day In
the bosom of bis family.
Mr, Blackbuiry, one cf tbe proprietors
of tba Mineral Hill resort, left tbe olty,
this morning, for that plaoe.
Mrs. Geo. A. Day left on No. 2, tbis
morning, for a visit to a brother who she
basn'l seen for twenty years.
John Krallman, a carpenter by trade,
arrived here from Santa Barbara, Cal
with tba Intent of making tbis place bis
future home.
Elmer Veeder, E. C. de Baca, clerk of the
distrlot court, Judge E. V. Long and Wm.
Hull made up a party en route to Puerto
de Luna,
Chief Justice Smith, aocompanied by
Jack Mennett are en route to Puerto de
Luna, to bold tbe first court ever held In
Guadalupe county.
C. F. Tuttle passed tbrongb for the
south, last evening, where he goes to re
eel re a boncb of cattle recently purchased
from C. F. Allen, down there.
L. L. Dyke, professor of Zoology from
Lawrence,Kansas,was a through passenger
on No. 1, last night, on a visit to tbe
Stanford university io California.
Vivian Messiter, assistant manager ot
tbe Bell ranch, arrived In tbe city, at noon,
on a visit to "Alkali Ike." He will sojourn
here and in Wagon Mound, for about ten
days.
Patrick Lamb -- -i
returned,
Thursday, from np the canon, near Sparks1
ranch. As It rained every day while they
were op tbere, the trip was not a pleasant
one for them.
Wsllis C. Squires, Pueblo; Pbll Prager,
St. Louis; Frank Harris, Geo. A. Camp.
bell, Albuquerque; C. Currin, Raton, and
E. S. Waddle, St. Joseph, are registered at
tba Plaza hotel.
G. A. Campfleld, representing tba bard
ware firm of K. J. Post & Co., of AIbn
querqne, is cbnmmiog for a day with John
G. Wagner, thelocaldispenserof flat Irons,
shooting sticks, etc.
E. Y. Carter, who bas been night clerk
at tbe Depot hotel, leaves,
for
Gallup to take a position as casbier for the
Harvey system. Mr. Carter bas made a
host of friends while a resident of the
city, who regret to have bim leave.

ot the Ojtle.
ForRent Furnished six room bouses or To the Editor
Hialdhbdbo, California, May 81st, 1S97.
three room for light housekeeping. In
6t
My old amigo, Don Jesns Maria Jose of
quire at 823 Fifth street.
Plaza de las Hojeres bas sent me a oopy of
The committee appointed to solicit funds
your Wbiklt Optic and asks me to send
for 'h Bremen' tournament will not visit tbe young man a solution ot tba problem
the business men until Monday.
therein contained, viz:
A rectangle moves from a fixed point,
The American Cigar company will em one
side varying as tbe distance from this
two
The
extra workmen, next week.
p'or
point and tbe other as tbe square of this
demand for their goods is increasing rap distance. At tbe distance of two feet, tbe
reo angle becomes
square of three feet.
Idly.
What is the volume men generated T
Smoke "LalAbertad" clfrar once and you The rectangle,t) start with Is 81.101 Inches
will always smoke It. Warranted pure by twelve inches. The greater side moves
Havana Oiler.
4.899 Inches and the less side 4.89 square
16S-American Cioab Co,
or twenty-fou- r
Inches, tbns becoming a
inches; and the area
Court Stenographer W. E. Oortner, was square of thirty-si- x
taken suddenly sick, yesterday, necessitat added to the rectangle eqaals 1296 inches,
922.788 Inches. Tbe
ing the poBtponment of bis trip to the minus 873.212 Inches, or
word volume is not applied t a figure et two
Puerto de iuua conrt.
Bver yours.
dimensions.
Call for "Mr Choice" cigar, positively
J. T. Maomamaka.
Tne Desi
cigar in tne market.
Manufactured at borne by the American
Sorrow Followed by Joy.
165-Cigar Co.
"Divorced" or "Lost and Won" as pr'
Tbere will be practice at the ball grounds, sented. last night, by the Kempton Komedy
was a de.
afternoon, at 2 o'clock. All Ko., at the Duncan ffpera bouse,
members of the Cyclers' club are requested cided success. All who witnessed tbe play
The Romero shoe company commenced,
are lond in their praise, and everybody Is
to be on hand promptly.
closes the engagement last; bight, to move tbeir large stock of
sorry that
Call for
Choice" cigar, positively of this company, la tbis city. Master goods from their old stand lu the Plaza hoine nest
cigar in tne maraec. Woodie was a featore of tba evening's en tel building, to the south room of the
Manufactured at home by the American
tertainment and carried his part exception Veeler block.
loo-ti- t
vigar en.
well, for one so yoong.
ally
Inspector C. E. Richards Is
Tj. H. Hofmeiater commenoed,
yesterday, Tbe pictures of tbe Dgnt were not pro the bide department ot the overhauling
Gross, Black-we- ll
to move his stock of goods Into the
duced for the reason that tbe films did not
A Co.
Seeing
building. He concluded to make reach tbe city. They are expected on No. what be canestablishment,
see, yoa know.
the change at once, not waiting until the
and if tbey arrive will be
lBtb.
If you intend to camp out. tbis season.
shown.
a machine-mad- e
wall tent of Rosenthe company will present get
Smoke "La Libkrtad" cigar once and
thal Bros.
n
you will always smoke it. Warranted "Uncle Joshua Wbltcomb" and we can as
pure Havana filler. Americas Cioab sure tbe publio that they will ba well en
A new assortment of croquet sets, at
01
Co.
It
Rosenthal Bros.
,
tertalned If they attend.
One hundred and fifty gallons ef MacBe sura and see our new line of ladles'
The
walking and bicycle skirts, in linen and
beth mineral water will be shipped to
A clerical error appeared In The Optic's crash,
at Rosenthal Bros'.
It
Denver,
by Pete Roth, tbe owner report of tbe
who were ap
of the famous wall from whfnh thi.
Proposals.
pointed to assist in the management of tbe
Is taken.
Bsal.d proposals will be rscelvad hv tha
reception of Governor M. A, Otero. Tbe Board
of
Regants of tba New Mexico ColWill Kelly and Saul Rosenthal pocketed following is a corrected list to wbicb tbe lege of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts,
:
is
directed
the
attention
of
publio
BiBiiia jrars, at uib omce oi in
their measuring sticks and left for the
Cbas.
Balazar, L. Emmett, of tba colleee. C. T. Jordan, nntll the 19th
upper Sapello, tbis morning, where they E. V. Hfeld, Miguel Geo.
of June, 12 o'olook noon, 1897, for tbe
Belby, Edward day
Long, Rev.
will throw back all fish under six Inches
ana completion or. an
C. erection
Hilarlo
H.
F.
Atkins,
Romero,
Henry,
, long (?)- experiment nation ouuains; ana a dorm I
C. Gise, H. W. Kelley, John Robbins, lory; to be constructed
according to tbe
A neighborhood party was given by Mrs. Thomas Ross, F. A. Knickerbocker, John pians ana speculations prepared by L H.
6c W. W. Rapp, architects, of Las
Veeas,
E.
C.
I.
Cbas. EmerBOn, recently, at which the C. Bromngem,
Perry.Jose
Esquibet, New Mexico.
Flans oan be seen at the nfflna nf th
young people enjoyed a very pleasant Ed. Btimmel, John Ross, M. R. Williams,
evening. Ice cream and strawberries were Charles Sporleder, H. G. Coors, J. Judell architects at Las Vegas, N. M., at tha of.
flee of tb. president of tbe college at
served.
,
and J. D. W. Veeder.
Park, N. M.. or at the offlna nf
One train load of cattle passed tbrongb,
Manager S. K. Young, of the 'Wrought sen & Tborne, El Paso, Texas.
T. J, Buu,,
loijrneaj
last night, to Watrous, where tbey will be Iron Range company, bad quite an acci171-Pres. Board of Regents.
unloaded and piacea on tbe La Cneva dent to his buggy, while Tip at Roclada,
range. D. C. Duel loaded them out from yesterday. His team beoame frightened
at an approaching native and ran away,
Hoi brook.
smashing things up to such an extent that
Tbe E. R'imero hose company now sport an outlay of several ounces of the white
a telephone, put in free, gratis, for nothing, metal will be necessary for
repairs on tbe
by tbe Las Vegas Telephone company, and vehicle.
tbe boys are profuse In their words of
Talking about cattle shipments of late
thanks to Manager Jameson for tbe favor.
years, tbey don't hold a candle to the
Bee Uncle Josh at Duncan's
It number of head that have passed over tbe
Is the first time be bas been to town In Atchison, this season. To tbe first of June
years. He bas a fund of good stories and 166,873 bead bad gone north either for feed
knows bow to tell them. He loves com- or market, tbe unprecedented number ef
pany and as he leaves tbe city again, to- 105,191 bead passing through Las Vegas
morrow, be will be pleased to have you during the month of May.
call on him,
The roads are so bad in the Gallinas
Bridge Street
The unprecedented
oactle shipments canon that it was necessary for the Har- wm
take
to
back
ranch
vey
be
over the Atchison, this e.as'm
"
; on" Its return trip to' the ranch.
NOTICES.
laid to tbe number of Old Mexico cattle
canon
road
ba
will
The
repaired by topassing through, but tbe figures sbow
so
tboBe
who
oan
desire
that
K)R SALE Cbloe, fresh milch cow.
to,
otberwlse. Tbey are divided as follows: night,
St
inquire at tnis omoe.
New Mexico and Arizona, 120,370; Old safely make the trip to the mountain reR 'KNT n furnish d cottage. See Dr,
sorts.
U.000.
Texas.
Mexico, 85,000;
Olney.
Rev. Worseley, from Canton, O., who
WALE. A Rood paving business.
Chief Justice Smith refused to grant an took the
stage for Harvey ranch, tbis FOR encount of ill bealth.'l will sell my
tbe
holding
Injunction, yesterday, against
of
new and second-han- d
stock;
well
Is
with
President
goods at
morning,
acquainted
146-of tbe election in tbe Springer county-sea- t
W. E. Cbitks.
and be tells us to have just a cost.
McKinley
elecremoval case. Under this ruling, the
little more patience, that McKinley will
tion will proceed, though the case will
distribute tbat boom In a short time. Amen. HUNGAN GPEPA HOUSE
probably go to the supreme court, for final
DINNER.
31, 1897
bearing.
bill
is
of
tbe
fare of the Plaza
Following
The republicans of old town, last nlgh
Comeneing Monday May, 31, and
nominated a ticket, In both precincts, to hotel, for
Sunday dinner:
continuing one week
run for school directors. In district No. 4,
bodp.
';.':t:'TwVw TiiE KEMPTON KOMEDY K0.
"
o
Cleofas Romero, Enrique Arroljo and
a la Rein.
Chicken
Jn reportoir and other specialties.
Sena were the choice of the convenfish.
Baked Baracuda
Tartar Sauce
tion, and in district No. 1, Don Eugenio
greatRomero, Jose L. Lopez and H. Ueraldo, Young Lettuce Radishes Cucumber Salad
were chosen.
ROASTS
an Jus
Prime Ribs of Boef
Dr. B. B, Shaw, tbe efllcieut surgeon of
Roast Chicken
Stuffed
the Atchison hospital in Las Vegas, will
Will be a special feature of the
Boston Cream Faffs
lecture at tbe Metbodistchurch,
entertainments.
a
la
New
Maftre
Potatoes
de
Hotel
evening on "tbu use and abuse of alcohol
'
'""
TM
'r'F',
Oii?
om suijootoi'a ataoiiooint
Wax Beans
as it
frrtr?farTy
does from one who is continually, treating
Orange Meriugue Tie
of
Assorted Cale
patients who, are more or let addicted to Caramel Je Creisra
Vcr,d.
CoP.cs
Tea
tisa cl Use stimulant.
6t

ten-ce-

THE LARGEST

John Ott Is In from bis ranch resort,

The Bheep sanitary board met In session
at the ollloe of tbe Cattle sanitary board,
yesterday, and tbe following officers were
eUced: Solomon Luna, president; Jose
M. Gonsales,
and Antonio
Lucero, secretary.
The following named persons com- p s. tbe board, Solomon Luna, Valencia
oounty; Jose M. Gonzales, Union county
and W. 8 Prager, Cbaves county, . Las
Vvgas his been selected as tbe permanent
headquarters of tbe board. This board is
composed oi one momber from eaoh of the
(area districts In the Territory.
This momlag tbey met and completed
tbe orgenlsatlon at the office of Felix Mar
tinra. The following persons were ap
pointed temporary eheep Inspeetors to
serve nntll July 7th: Taos county, Joan
Joseph ; Union county, Candldo Qaroia
Colfax county, Jesus Ma. Vald.e; Rio Ar
rlba county; J. M. Archuleta; Chaves
oounty, H. M. Miller; Valencia county,
Silvestre Mlrabal; Lincoln county, Camllo
Nunes; Socorro county, Mr. Brack fold
All other business was posponed until
tbe next meeting, which will be held July
7th. Permanent Inspectors will also be
cbossn at that time.
On
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Shoes,
HATS

APS

frock suits $5.65 $7,15 and $10.9s

Styles.
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are those who have been
given one of the

DELIGHTED
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the money.
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Our buyer in New York
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50c

on
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to
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Your Choice
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and entertainment the
mcst entertaining any
company cn the

Parlois over Furlong's Photograph
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Wool suits

L

Henry Levy
SIXTH St.. EAST
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$1.15

$8.00

- $5.00

Organdie suits
Waists
Capes

-

,

$3.00
$3.00

F
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k
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Browne, Secretary.

Notice to Firemen.
E. Romero bos. and Pre ccmpeny are
requested to meet at tbeir hose bouse, at
1:30 p. m., sharp, on Sunday, in full uniform to participate in the Memorial day

parade.

"

Bkc. Bomkko,

Foreman.'

W. O. ,"Wood,

days.

LAS VEdAS.

f

11. W.

Plain Eaton Duck Suits
$3.00 for the next 30

Bro.

A

vAy
T
--

Notice to Contrai rtors
Sealed proposals will be received by the
board ot regents of the no rmal school of
New Mexico at tho office of the secretary,
M. W. Browne, at Las Ve pus, N. M., until
12 o'clock noon on the l'.H h day of June,
187, for the cut stone and', manon work,
also for tba carpenter and metal work in
accordance with the plans and specification on file at tbe office of tbe architects,
J. H. and W . W. Rapp, L:is Vegas. N. M.
Fkank Bphinoer. Prep ident of Board,

Madam M. J.Smith
.DRESS PMIIiC.

5OC Matchless shirt waist this quality worth 85c
75C Matchles shirt waist this quality worth i.oo to

k
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Beoretary.

GREATEST REDUCTIO N
l will offer for 30 days all suits made to prder at

less tan ever sold before.

10

flen's suits formerly $12.50 now
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it
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15.00
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l8.00
20.00
25-0-

0
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tt
tt

$11.25
13.50
16.20
18.00

22.50

Trousers to Order $3.69 up.
Prices on all ready made goods

and get bargains.

10

less

than any house in the Territory.

pic-nic-

im-men-

s

Attention. Odd Fellows

KlkOUJ.

F. W. 1Tt.ce.

A. G.
Sso,

Wkrt,

Normal Institute.

N. G.

In accordance with tbe requirements of
a law passed bv the lest legislature,
I hereby aunounce that tbe normal iuetitute will
June
9
8th,
at
begin Tuesday,
o'clock a. tn

Bargains in

ce

the handsome building of
Veeder & Veeder on

the

White enamel iron bed Steads at

Ladiijs' muslin Uunder-we- ar
We again offer a
lo
new t of above goods at
the extreme low price, viz:

Plaza in which place we $5.98 and up.
will keep the finest and Ladies antique oak finished cane SPG.
cheapest assortment of seat sewing rockers at $1,24
shoes in the Territory.
and up
49C
Yours Very Truly,

ROMERO SHOE CO.

in the publio school building In diststrlct
Notice.
Ko. 4, west side. All teaebnrs who desire
of the Cycler's Club ball
members
All
in
the
pnWio scbools of tbe counpositions
to be at the grounds
ty are required by lew to attend. Tbe tee team are requested
Bunday afternoon.
will be $3.60 for tb.term of two weeks, an promptly at 2 o'clock, B.
B ii ASH, Captain,
additional sum boing required if the institute) Is continue.! for a loneer term. Thn
e
A Hard Case.
?"rf!n2
required to pay tbe fee In
advance at the t.im of enrolling on tbe
I suffared with stomach trouble fifteen
institute register.
and as the best physicians failed
Prof. J. A. ood
been employed to years
to relieve me I was obliged tl
up my
Tbe alterative water cured tne
Jam" H. Ashley.
in four ruontbH.
ot bebooif.
County
It
Anu'.'Kmii-'S- i N. M., lb7.

hs

bring your cash

Rosenthal Bros.

stock of shoes in

I

All Odd Fellows are requested to meet at
their hall at 10:30 o'clock,
Sunday morning, June 6tb, for the purpose of attending;
memorial servioss at the First Rnntiet
church. All v'.iiting brothers ar. cordially
liU

Come

Amos R Lewis,

Parties going to Mounr
will
ain resorts or s,
To our patrons and the
find it tb their interest to public in general.
call at COOLEV'S. Brldze By Monday the 7th inst.
be with our
St. forv rates-Fin- e
Livery we will

buine.

ie

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEfcrNT.

We have succedeed in securing a new lot of fine
Smyrna rugs.
Reducsd

lo

51.24

20x54
C1.9J

vUauJ

We are agents for

Ffr's

Efi?:!i

Fr:t::t:r.

t

TEMPLE.

MASONIC

manufacturers cost.

Oats.
A WEIL.

-

at

and will

at

Wagner & Myers.

r

the dollar
of

PICKS, SHOVELS, BAR STEEL, POWDER,
SUPPLIES.
FUSE, GENERAL MINING

has

manofac-to-

the stock of samples

and

prices

WIRE SCREENS,

ALSO

Ready made dress skirsts and duck suits.

corn

Afrisr

IN

ICE CREAM FREEZERS, GASOLINE STOvES,
FISHING TACKLE.

Cash Novelty Dry Goods Store I

CHICKEN FEED,

.

Seasonable Hardware
EVERYTHING

Hay,

"BIOGRAPII"

1

for

SCREEN WIRE CLOTH, POULTRY NETTING,

Chops,

Edison's latent and
est invention the

Ps-75C-

SCREEN DOORS,

Bran,

Tim-ote-

Highest prices paid for wool, hides and pelts.

asai

Like

Leather
Never
Fada.

b.

May,

Ranch trade a specialty.

krt

Ma-stl-

U

General Merchandise

Also show 25 boys suits of
nearly same style but of 'a
lighter material well worth
our price i m
.
65c .
will
strike A
everybody
a big bargain.

r

.

tf

Proprietor.

Railroad Ave.

ts

F

9j

Rosenthal & Co.,

N. L.

uu

The material used on them
is worth 35c to 40c yard,
being well made they are
unmacnabie in price.

Try the

"

:

iJ

TP

I

Win-t.rnl-

""SPECIAL

jg

BIOCK, I

.,jXlCE

which Ilfeld offers as
special bargain.
They are made of heavy
calotea cloth in neats
stripes with large square
sailor collar trimmed
with stitched bands of
white and colored duck.

.

y

We ak the trade to judge these suits, not
by our price but by their actual Worth.
Suits like this always sell for $8.50 $o.oo
and $15.00. The fabric comprises clay worsteds, fancy mixed cassimeres, Scotch cheviots
etc. in the prevailing shades and Datterns.
In men's hats, furnishing goods and shoes
we can do you good.
See our line of Mexican hats for boys,
children and men.
We have the largest assortment of
clothing and our prices are lower than any
house in the city.

New Designs, Attractive Prices, Up- te

Avenue.

Mens stylish sacks and cutaway

In the City.
to-Da-

House,

Save at least 35c on the dollar

ten-cent

tb. Rii

Mil

III
n

ysr

X-- S

B3

OF

69C.

74c.

Tor ladies'

gowns,
covers and drawers.

corset

For ladies gowns, drawers

jid chemise.

For a fine line of gowns,
skirts, drawers and chemise.
For fine cambric gowns,
skirts and drawers.

For ladies' skirts, gowns and
chemise. This is a special
Were one forty nine

98C.
lot.

--

See our remnants
counter, loaded

with bargains

fc--

down
c!J.

